THE ATHENIAN AGORA: EXCAVATIONS OF 1980-1982
(PLATES

1-16)

N MID-SUMMER of 1980,the AmericanSchoolof ClassicalStudiesresumedexcavations on a large scale on the northern side of the Athenian Agora. During the three
seasons of field work here under review, it was possible to conductsystematicexplorationof
an extensive piece of property, located at 13 Hadrian Street, and formerly occupied by a
great flour mill of the late 19th century. As in the case of earlier excavations along the
southern side of Hadrian'Street, so once again the School owes a debt of gratitude to the
Greek ArchaeologicalService, which had undertakento expropriatethe mill from its former owners at the expense of the Greek Governmentand had arrangedfor its demolitionin
1979/80. The site of the flour mill provided 1,145 square meters of archaeologicallyvirgin
terrain, and its location proved exceptionally fortunate because the property spanned the
full width of a city block, from Hadrian to Hastings Streets, and thus offered by far the
northernmostarchaeologicalthrust in the area of the ancient civic center. Since modern
buildings still crowd in upon the site both to east and west (P1. 1), the area available for
excavation was sharply constrained by the irregular shape of the property. As a result,
although the cornersof several buildings and monumentschancedto lie within the excavation, none of the major structures could be revealed in its entirety. Nevertheless, by good
luck, the randomrelation of modernpropertyto ancient monumentsallowed the excavators
to examine a critical spot which adds much to our knowledgeof the topographyof Classical
Athens.
I

The excavations of the past three seasons were made possible by generous grants from the Andrew W.
Mellon Foundation, the David and Lucile Packard Foundation, and the National Endowment for the Humanities, to all of which most grateful acknowledgementis hereby made. For continuing assistance and support, we are especially indebted to successive Directors of the Akropolis, G. Dontas and E. Touloupa, who
have officialoversightof the excavationsfor the Greek ArchaeologicalService. During his tenure as Inspector
General of Antiquities, N. Yalouris was tireless in his effortsto acquire and make available for excavationthe
site of the flour mill. Without his help, the work could not have begun.
The results of the field work here presented are due in large measure to the skill and dedicationof the
excavationstaff, to whose labors both in the field and in the laboratoryI am enormouslyindebted. During the
three seasons 1980-1982, the field work was supervised by John McK. Camp II, lone M. Shear, Alison
Adams, and Margaret M. Miles. The architecturalwork was done by William B. Dinsmoor, Jr. and photography by Robert K. Vincent, Jr. and Craig A. Mauzy, who are responsibleamong them for all the drawings
and photographs accompanyingthis report, except the aerial photograph (P1. 1) which I owe to J. Wilson
Myers. Other membersof the staff were Alan S. Walker (numismatics);Margot C. Camp, Helen H. Townsend, and Charles M. Edwards (records);Stephen P. Koob and Alice Paterakis (conservation).The excavating staff consistedof S. Alcock, C. Antonaccio,I. Arthy, S. Babcock,M. Balding, L. Barnett, E. Bartman, S.
Bear,J. A. Billingsley, V. A. Bok, A. J. Bozorth,E. Cline, P. Coravos,E. Czapo, F. A. DeMita, L. A. DeRensis, K. A. Donahue, K. P. Donovan, C. Dufner, C. Eberly, D. Ellestad, E. A. Farlie, E. S. Flood, M. D.
Fullerton, C. M. Gabriel, P. Goldstein, F. E. Goodman,L. A. Grant, B. L. Griffin, C. Griffin, D. Haggis, B.
L. Hamann, R. A. Hamblen, C. B. Havers, C. W. Hedrick, M. C. Hoff, K. Hutchinson, J. L. C. Iba'niez,L.
C. Ike, L. L. Johnson, J. D. Jones, A. Kenner, C. King, L. A. LaFollette, G. V. Leftwich, R. F. Liebhart,W.
T. MacCary, R. R. Maginnis, J. Magness, B. E. McConnell, N. L. McGann, E. P. McGowan, M. L. McGraw, J. L. Melander, E. A. Meyer, A. Mickens, N. J. Moore, P. T. Nychis, C. G. Orr, R. W. Parker, M. J.
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Payne, M. H. Pershan, M. Perstedt,V. Petsas, C. D. Politis, P. E. Posey, J. S. Purinton, A. H. Rawn, C.
Renaud, T. C. Roby, G. M. Rogers, K. E. Ros, M. L. Ross, A. A. Sax, A. P. Schelpert,L. Schwartz, N. J.
Serwint, J. L. Shear, A. N. Sherwood,M. Smiles, K. D. H. Smith, C. Smitter,S. R. Stocker,M. Taylor, A.
Trimpi, G. Umholtz, J. vanderLeest, W. P. Wagner,J. R. Weinstein, A. Weiss, P. J. Wheaton, G. L. Wilcox, A. Woolf, C. A. Zimmerman,P. C. Zimmerman.
Works frequentlycited are abbreviatedas follows:
The Athenian Agora
Agora III
= R. E. Wycherley,Literary and Epigraphical Testimonia, Princeton1957
= R. H. Howland, Greek Lamps and Their Survivals, Princeton 1958
Agora IV
= H. S. Robinson,Pottery of the Roman Period: Chronology, Princeton 1959
Agora V
Agora VII = J. Perlzweig, Lamps of the Roman Period, Princeton1961
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E. B. Harrison, Archaic and Archaistic Sculpture, Princeton1965
B. A. Sparkes and L. Talcott, Black and Plain Pottery, Princeton 1970
H. A. Thompson and R. E. Wycherley, The Agora of Athens, Princeton 1972
B. D. Meritt and J. S. Traill, Inscriptions: The Councillors, Princeton 1974
S. I. Rotroff, Hellenistic Pottery, Princeton 1982
C. H. Morgan, Corinth, XI, The Byzantine Pottery, Cambridge 1942
A. R. Bellinger and P. Grierson, Catalogue of the Byzantine Coins in the Dumbarton

OaksCollectionI-III, Washington 1966-73
M. A. Frantz, 'Middle ByzantinePotteryin Athens,"Hesperia 7, 1938, pp. 429-467
J. W. Hayes, Late Roman Pottery,London 1972
= R. S. Young, "SepulturaeIntra Urbem,"Hesperia 20, 1951, pp. 67-134
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3. Restoredplan, northwest cornerof the Agora

In terms of the ancient city, the site of the flour mill happenedto coverthe northwestern
corner of the Agora, at just the point where the Panathenaic Way, proceedingin a southeasterly directionfrom the Dipylon Gate, passed into the open square of the market place.2
The northern limit of the ancient street was encounteredalong the edge of the excavated
area, and the newly uncoveredremains lie directly opposite the Stoa Basileios which borders the processional way immediately to the south (Figs. 1-3). Another topographical
2 The

site of the flour mill was excavatedas Section BE. In terms of the coordinatesof the over-all grid of
the Agora, almost the entire excavated area is located in squares J 2 and J 3. The northern limit falls in
squares K 1 and K 2. See the published grid plans, e.g. Agora XV, pl. 2.
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feature, which was actually the first to emerge as excavationproceeded,and which affected
the entire history of the site, is a secondstreet bisectingthe larger southernpart of the property from corner to corner and entering the Agora from the north, whence it continued
southward to pass before all the public buildings along the west side of the square.3This
north-south street narrowed and widened in different periods;its line crept slightly westwards over the centuries, and its course came to be laced with drains and water pipes.
Nevertheless, it forms a constantfeature in the topographyof the area. Except for one period of possible interruption,the thoroughfarecontinuedto bear trafficfrom the mid-5th century B.C. to the 15th century after Christ. In every period it determinedthe limits of all
buildings that borderedits right of way; in its 35 superimposedlayers of gravel thus far examined, there was preservedthe most graphic recordof the archaeologicalsequence on the
site. As we shall see presently,the history of gradingand filling along the north-southstreet
helps greatly to establish the chronologyof the monumentson either side.
THE STOA POIKILE
ARCHITECTURE

Throughout most of Classical antiquity, the principalbuilding on the site lay just to the
east of the north-south street where the massive foundations for one end of the structure
have come to light.4 Preservedwithin the excavatedarea are its western foundations,measuring 12.60 m. overall from corner to corner and 2.68 m. in width, in several courses of
masonry. Two corners of the building have been uncoveredtogether with a considerable
length (10.40 m.) of its northern foundationsand the base for its westernmostinterior column. Along the west end, parts of three steps stand in their original positions (P1. 2). Cut
from hard, fine-grainedporos stone, the blocks exhibit the finest quality of Classical workmanship. Thie original polished surface of the treads and risers has been rubbed to a high
sheen by subsequent centuries of foot wear. All three steps are articulatedby a decorative
rebate along the bottom of the riser; and the blocks are finished with careful anathyrosisat
the ends, which allowed them to be set with such perfectlyclosedjoints that only a hair line
is visible between them to this day. The joints of the step blocks were fastenedwith doubleT clamps, of which a number of the original iron clamps set in lead remain in place along
the south half of the west steps. The two rows of backingblocksof softer,yellow poros were
set without clamps, as were both the euthynteria course and all the blocks of the north
foundations.The extant step blockswere cut with great precisionto a nearly uniformlength
of 0.999 m., with a variation of only a few millimeters, and their placementwas measured
just as accuratelywith the aid of incised setting lines which assureda uniformwidth for the
treads of 0.317 m. and a uniform height for the risers of 0.245 m.
I

Another section of the street furtherto the northwest was excavatedin 1958 by the Greek Archaeological
Service;E. Vanderpooland J. Threpsiades, "Roadsat the Northwest Cornerof the Athenian Agora,"Hesperia 28, 1959, pp. 295-297. For the continuationof the street and the gate by which it passed through the city
wall, D. Schilardi, <<To7roypa4LKa7rpo,BA1/aTa 7-71 7rEpLTag 'HptLasgtvAas 7rEpEx7LO
?, 'ApX'E4, 1968,
XpoVLKa,pp. 44-50; 0. Alexandri, AEAT 24, 1969, B' [1970], XpoVLKia,
pp. 41-45.
4 Excavation of the building was carried out under the supervision of lone M. Shear and Margaret M.
Miles in 1981. Further work was done in the area in 1982 by John McK. Camp IL.
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Althoughonly a fractionof the great building has been clearedthus far, and the heavy
constructionof its foundationssuggests a structureof great size indeed, neverthelessthe
visible remains can be recognizedat once as one end of a long stoa, orientedwith its long
axis in a northeast-to-southwestdirection,and with its principal facadeturned southward
onto the open squareof the Agora.' A numberof details make plain the natureof the building. The northernfoundationsdiffer significantlyfrom those at the west and south in that
they are narrower (1.40 m. wide) and consist of three courses of alternatingheaders and
stretchers,of which the latter correspondin level with the highest preservedstep on the
west. The material is a slightly coarsergrade of poros, and the blocks were cut to more irregulardimensionsand set without clamps.Along the exposedsurfaceof the upper coursea
heavily weatheredline, about 0.32 m. from the outer edge of the blocks, indicatesthe position of the next higher course (Pls. 2:a, c; 14:a), which is certainlyto be restoredas the toichobatefor the blank, back wall of the stoa. Since the north wall was separatedfrom the
next neighboringbuilding only by a narrow alley (1.35 m. in width), little attention was
paid to the appearanceof its substructure;thus the beautifullydressedsteps at the west were
carriedaroundthe corneronly far enough to presenta finishedwestern facadeto those who
approachedthe building along the street from the north. At the northwestcornerthe steps
rose to abut against the more roughly finishedblocksof the north foundationonly 2.85 m.
fromthe cornerof the lowest step.
By contrast,the remains at the southwestcornerleave no doubtthat the steppedcrepidoma of the west end continuedaroundthe cornerand along what must surely be restored
as the main facade of the building. The wide southern foundationand backing blocks in
steppedcoursesof soft, yellow poros are closely analogousto those at the west. Moreover,a
single step block of hard, tan poros, equal in level to the secondstep on the west side, was
partiallyuncoveredat the very edge of the excavatedarea (PI. 3:a, b). Close examinationof
this block reveals the well-worn tread of a step measuring0.317 m. in width to the scored
line for the setting of the next higher riser, while its south face is a riser 0.245 m. in height
and finishedwith the same decorativerebate at the bottomas appearson the western steps.
The stepped backing blocks preservedbehind it show that another step of identical height
and width originally stood above the existing step block. This evidencemakes it clear that
the long south side of the buildinghad steps of the same dimensionsas those at the west end.
One anomaly in the design of the crepidomashould, however, be noticed.The lowest
step exists on the west end only, and it had no functionaltread on either the north or the
south sides of the building, where it projectsonly 0.072 m. beyond the riser of the second
step. Along the south side, this coursewas treatedas the euthynteria,as can best be seen by
I

The orientationof the building evidently followed closely the line of the Eridanos River, which passes
beneathmodernHadrian Streetjust south of the excavationand continuesnortheastwardunderthe remaining
modernbuildingsof the block (Figs. 3, 4). Only a small portionof its greatstone-builtchannelwas penetrated
in 1971 by way of the great drain in front of the Royal Stoa. The riverwas possiblyfirst canalizedin connection with the constructionof this newly found building. Before it was completelysilted up, the underground
channelwas exploredin the early 19th centuryby the German scholarsRoss and Forchhammerwith several
architects.They noted 32 fluted Doric column drumsof yellow porosbuilt into a repairedsectionof the wall,
as it passed near St. Philip's Church;B. Schmidt,Die Thorfragein der TopographieAthens, Freiburg 1879,
pp. 36-37 with earlier references.
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5. Doric frieze block of Stoa Poikile

the change of materials at the southwest corner (P1. 3:a), where the hard, tan poros of the
lowest step on the west is set side by side with the coarser, brown poros used only in the
euthynteria on both sides of the building. Thus the lowest of three steps on the front correspondedto the second of four steps at the west end, where a weathered line on the single
survivingblock of the third step shows that it carrieda fourth step course above it, equal in
level to the missing stylobateon the front. This arrangementwas probablyadoptedbecause
the ground level at the west end of the building was lower than at the east. The architect,
mindful of the unusually prominent view of the west end, which would have been seen by
everyoneentering the square, carriedthe stepped crepidomaacross the end of the stoa and
added one step to its height. That the western steps did in fact become an attractiveresting
place for passers-byis attestedby the wear which they show to this day.
For the general appearanceof the building that stoodon these foundationsa good deal of
evidence has come to light. The excavators extracted numerous architectural fragments
from the walls of later Byzantine houses in the area. Among these were many pieces from
the superstructureof a large Doric building:broken bits from the shafts of Doric columns,
several fragmentarytriglyphs, and some small pieces of Doric mutular cornice. Although
most of the fragmentswere too small to be assignedwith any certaintyto the preservedfoundations, a few pieces yield vital informationfor the building's architecturalreconstruction.
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A complete block of the triglyph frieze,6 found just outside the northwest corner of the
foundations,is made of the same hard, tan poros as the western steps and has the same
length, 0.999 m., as the step blocks, a dimensionwhich can thus be recognizedas a basic
module in the design of the building. The block (Fig. 5, P1.3:c) preservesa single triglyph
and the backing for part of a metope panel on either side, the missing metopesthemselves
being thin slabs of marble which slid into the slots on each side of the triglyph. Since the
upper edge of the back is finished with a decorativefascia, the block comprisedthe full
thicknessof the frieze, 0.718 m. Althoughthe edges of the triglyph are now badly battered,
it is apparentthat it belongedto a frieze in which porostriglyphs,0.384 m. wide, alternated
with marble metopes measuring0.615 m. in width.7The block also requires a spacing for
the columnsbeneathit of 1.998 m. on centers,exactly twice its over-all length.
The newly excavatedbuilding was clearly designedto carry frieze blocks of precisely
these dimensions,and exact correspondencebetween the survivingspecimenand the foundations emergesin two ways. Centeredon the axis of the building is a pair of poros blocks
forminga square base (1.10 x 1.30 m.) to supportthe westernmostinteriorcolumn,which
in a normal Doric stoa of the Classical period should be aligned with the second exterior
column from the end. The joint between the base blockslies 4.25 m. from the western edge
of the stylobate,as measuredby its setting line preservedon the top step. At the level of the
triglyph frieze, the distancefromthe cornerof the buildingto the axis of the secondcolumn
requires41/2triglyphsand 4 metopes (Figs. 8, 12). If the frieze is restoredwith blocksof the
dimensionsdescribedabove, this distancemeasures4.188 m., which allows the face of the
west wall to be set back fromthe edge of the stylobate0.062 m., in conformitywith normal
Greek architecturalpractice.The dimensionsof the preservedfrieze block also agree well
with the over-all width of the stoa frombackto front,if the triglyph frieze is carriedaround
the west end, as restoredin Figure 8. In this case a frieze composedof 12 triglyphs and 11
metopeswould measure 11.373 m., while at the level of the stylobatethe width of the building was 11.515 m., as computedfrommeasurementof the existing foundations.On the basis
of this evidence,there can be little doubtthat an exterior Doric colonnadeshould be reconstructedon the long southernfacade,with the triglyphfrieze returningacrossthe shortends
of the building.8
Amongthe architecturalfragmentsfoundin the immediatevicinitywere six pieces from
the unflutedshafts of poros Ionic columns9and four pieces of marble Ionic capitals (Fig. 6,
6 A 4661: H. 0.630 m., W. 0.999 m., Th. 0.718 m., Th. of backer 0.579 m. On top, cuttings for double-T

clamps at each end; setting line for geison 0.206 m. from left end. Fascia on back at top (0.162 m. high). Both
ends workedwith anathyrosis.Claw-toothchisel marks,on top.
7The width between the glyphs (0.128 m.) is one third the original width of the finished triglyph:
0.128 x 3 = 0.384 (triglyph); 0.999

-

0.384 = 0.615 (metope).

The Doric entablatureand other architecturalmembersassociatedwith the Stoa Poikile by L. S. Meritt,
"The Stoa Poikile,"Hesperia 39, 1970, pp. 233-264, do not belongto the same frieze as our block.The width
of the triglyph is greater, 0.48 m., and the pier capital A 1559 (pp. 247-248) requires a screen wall only
0.372 m. in thickness.These blockscannotbe accommodatedon the new foundations.
8

9 Fragmentary unfluted shafts: A 4664: p.H. 0.749 m., p.W. 0.497 m.; A 4665: p.H. 0.285 m., p.W. 0.445
m., p.Th. 0.247 m.; A 4666: p.H. 0.328 m., diam. 0.515 m.; A 4679: p.H. 0.374 m., p.W. 0.354 m., p.Th.

0.141 m. Part of one resting surfacepreserved.See also footnote10 below.
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FIG.7, Restoredsectionof Stoa Poikile, lookingwest

PI. 3:d). Two of the capitals are sufficientlywell preservedthat the smallerfragmentsmust
belongto at least one other,differentcapitalof the same series.Their originalsurfacesshow
no trace of long exposure to the weather, and this, taken togetherwith the unusual abundanceof Ionic superstructurein so small an area, suggeststhat they shouldbe recognizedas
the interior columns of the stoa. One piece of shaft preservesthe flaring apophyge at the
bottomof the column,while anothermust be placednear the top of a shaft, althoughall but
the slightesttraceof the upper apophygeis now brokenaway.10That the poroscolumnsand
the marblecapitals should be combinedwith each other in the same ordermay be regarded
as nearly certainfrom the dimensions,and those pieces which preservethe full diameterof
the shaft have been restoredin their properrelativepositionsin Figure 7.
The Ionic capitals are exceptionallyimportantfor our understandingof the development of the Ionic order in Athenian architecture.11The design of the capital representsa
10A 4660: p.H. 0.867 m., p.W. 0.305 m., p. diam. (at bottom)0.625 m. Original diameterpreservedabove
bottom,0.600 m. Flaring apophygeat bottom.On restingsurface,cutting for empolion.
A 4663: p.H. 0.507 m., p.W. (at top) 0.485 m. Originaldiameterpreservedbelow top, 0.496 m. Traces of
flaringapophyge.
11A 4662: H. 0.270 m., H. (including volute) 0.385 m., p.L. 0.864 m., W. (abacus) 0.604 m., diam. (below

echinus) 0.562 m. One volute, part of one bolster preserved.Four-petaledpalmette in cornerof volute. On
echinus, traces of painted egg-and-dartornament.Resting surface, with cutting for empolion, finished with
fine-toothedchisel;outer surfacespolished;relievingedge for architraveon top.
A 4688: p.H. 0.27 m., p.L. 0.74 m., p.W. 0.53 m. Large fragmentof same series, preservingmost of one
side with upper half of volutes and most of cushion,most of one bolster.
A 4667: p.H. 0.31 m., p.L. 0.407 m., p.W. 0.295 m. Fragmentpreservingpart of one volute and bolster,
part of bottomof echinus.
A 4685: p.L. 0.165 m., p.Th. 0.095 m. Fragmentpreservingpart of one volute.
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FIG.8. Restoredview of Stoa Poikile, from southwest

quite different tradition from the familiar buildings on the Akropolis. The carving of the
palmettes and the traces of painted egg-and-dart ornament on the echinus show that the
new capitals are most closely related to the series of unassigned Ionic columns from the
Agora and to the capitals from the temple of Athena at Sounion.12Unlike the latter two
examples, however, the vertical painted fascia separatingthe echinus from the volute cushion has here been omitted, which causes the over-all height of the capital to be reducedand
the carvedpalmettesto be more compressed.The proportionsof the new capitals are generally closest to the unassigned Agora columns, as is also the ovolo profile of the painted
echinus. In this respect, too, it differs from the Sounion capitals and the very fragmentary
earlier capital from the Stoa of the Athenians at Delphi, both of which have the cymareversaprofile for the echinus.13 Because the new stoa can be securely dated to the generation before the great Periklean buildings, it now takes its place as the earliest extant building at Athens to combine the two major Classical orders and to employ so felicitously the
naturally taller proportionsof the Ionic orderfor the necessarilytaller interiorsupportsof a
Greek stoa.14
Only one other interior appointmentcalls for comment.Along the north foundationsof
the stoa, and parallel to them, is a row of roughly worked poros blocks.These form a single
courseset exactly level with the top of the northfoundationsand supportedby small, irregular
12 For the unassigned Ionic order, H. A. Thompson, Hesperia 29, 1960, pp. 351-356, pls. 76, 77; Agora
XIV, p. 166, pl. 84. For the Ionic orderof the temple of Athena at Sounion, W. B. Dinsmoor,Jr., "Anchoring
Two Floating Temples," Hesperia 51, 1982, pp. 429-431, fig. 13; A. K. Orlandos, 'ApX'E0, 1917, pp.
183-187; cf. Travlos, figs. 151-153.
13 Cf. P. Amandry,FdD, II, La colonne des Naxiens et le portique des Atheniens, Paris 1953, pp. 98-101,
pls. 29, 30, 40.
14
Cf. J. J. Coulton, The ArchitecturalDevelopmentof the GreekStoa, Oxford 1976, pp. 40-41.
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pieces of limestone. A light foundation such as this is likely to have borne no more than a
row of poros paving slabs, which probably carried a bench along the back wall of the stoa,
on the analogy of both the earlier Stoa Basileios and the later Stoa of Zeus.15At the floor level of the stoa, the supporting slabs for the bench would have rested partly on the existing
poros blocks and partly on the inner edge of the north foundations.It is to be noticed also
that at the northwest cornerthe top course of foundationsfor the west wall projects0.25 m.
inside its normal line for a distance of 1.85 m. south of the corner. This adjustmentto the
foundationscreated a ledge which would have provided bearing for the end of the bench
supportsabove.
CHRONOLOGY

It is necessaryto emphasize that the west end of the stoa was nowhere preservedas high
as the level of the original ancient floor of the building. Just as the stonework had been
entirely removedabove the level of the third step on the west and north, and above the first
step at the southwest corner, so also the earth fill within the foundations showed signs of
extensive disturbancedown to a level just below the highest preservedmasonry. Nevertheless, in three areas the excavatorswere able to isolate small masses of the original foundation packing associatedwith the constructionof the stoa. This consistedof compactedporos
chips mixed with very small amounts of earth, the characteristicdebris left by the masons
from the cutting of stone, which had been gatheredup in the stoneyardand dumpedwithin
the foundations to level the floor of the building. Layers of such poros chips were found
along the inside of the west foundations,and in the narrow space between the north foundations and the interior bench supports.Although there can be no doubt that the packing was
deposited in connectionwith the building's construction,it producedrather little archaeological material susceptible of close dating. Fortunately, however, the builders also availed
themselvesof cartloadsof red earth from some other source to help with the massive task of
filling in the foundations,and this fill, which was encounteredsometimesbeside and sometimes beneath the poros packing, containeda fair quantity of brokenpottery.
The groups of sherds recoveredfrom layers of poros chips and red-earthfill must have
been manufactured,used, broken, and discardedprior to constructionof the stoa, and in no
event can this material have been buried after the building's completion. The pottery was
exceptionallyhomogeneousand could be securelydatedto the decade470-460 B.C. Included
in the material were fragmentsof black-glazedstemless cups, lekythoi, plates, and lamps of
this period.16Especially useful, however, were the pieces of at least 17 different skyphoi of
15 H.

A. Thompson, "Buildingson the West Side of the Agora,"Hesperia 6, 1937, p. 23; T. L. Shear, Jr.,
Hesperia 40, 1971, p. 244.
16 Pottery from layers of poros chips and constructiondebrisalong inside of west foundations(Fig. 19), Lots
BE 659, 660, 662-665. Characteristicpieces in Lot BE 665: foot of black-glazedskyphos,Attic type, cf. Agora
XII, no. 340 (480-470 B.C.); plate rim, cf. ibid., no. 1008 (480-450 B.C.). Pottery from layers of poros chips
between north foundationsand bench supports (Fig. 7), Lots BE 507-510, 512-514. Characteristicfragments:
Lot BE 507: stemless Rheneia cup, cf. ibid., no. 456 (480-470 B.C.); Lot BE 508: lekythos rim, cf. C. H. E.
Haspels, Attic Black-figuredLekythoi, Paris 1936, Appendix XVII, no. 1, p. 171, pl. 50:2 (ca. 470 B.C.); Lot
BE 510: stemless cup, cf. Agora XII, no. 469 (480-470 B.C.); lamp, type 21 B, cf. Agora IV, no. 165 (490460 B.C.); Lot BE 514: lekanis rim, cf. Agora XII, no. 1218 (480-450 B.C.). Pottery from red-earth fills be-
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Attic type and five of Corinthiantype, becausethe chronologyof these vessels is now highly
refined on the basis of many excellent deposits of the first half of the 5th century in the
Agora.17

Similar results came from explorationof the streetjust outside the northwest corner.
Here, the buildersof the stoa came upon an early stone water channel running westward
preciselyin line with the back wall of the building. The footingtrenchfor the west foundation shows that the stone channel was cut by the builders, who doubtlessremovedeverything to the east of the one survivingcover slab. To the west, only the cover had been removedfrom the drain, and potterydating to the secondquarterof the 5th centuryB.C. was
found within the channel itself. Since sherds of similar date came also from the narrow
footing trench, it seems likely that all this material was depositedin connectionwith the
18
buildingof the stoa and helps to corroboratethe date of its construction.
When the blocks of the euthynteria were exposed to view, it became clear from the
dimensionsand treatmentof the various faces that several had been re-used from earlier
structures.The clearest case is the fourth block from the corner which bears on its outer
surface several lightly scratchedgraffiti. Since the words run from bottom to top of the
euthynteria,they were plainly incisedbeforethe block was set in its presentposition,while
it lay about awaiting re-use. A facsimiledrawingof the graffitiis shown in Figure 9.
Inv. I 7554

ILKEOV

KaAos
HEPAK
AOKplOV

,uavAA(retrograde)
KaXos

All the letters except line 5 appear to be cut by the same hand, and the words seem to express the author's opinion that a certain Sikeon and Lokrion were handsomeyoung men.
He was evidentlydistractedwhile scratchingline 3, which is obviouslyincomplete.Line 5,
written retrogradein much smaller, crudelyformedletters,is an afterthoughtin a different
hand. It may possibly representa semiliterateattemptto write MAavALs',
thus expressingthe
writer'srude, conflictingview of Lokrion'scharacter.19
tween north foundationsand bench supports, Lots BE 511, 669, 670. Characteristicfragments:Lot BE 511:
stemless cup, cf. Agora XII, no. 469 (480-470 B.c.); lamp, type 21 B, cf. Agora IV, no. 164 (480-450 B.C.);
lekythosrim, cf. Haspels, loc. cit.; Lot BE669: lekanisrim, cf. AgoraXII, no. 1218 (480-450 B.C.); lamp, type
21 D, cf. AgoraIV, no. 180 (480-450 B.C.).
17 Skyphoi,Attic type: P 31226, P 31227, P 31228, all closelysimilar to AgoraXII, no. 342 (470-460 B.C.);
smaller fragmentsof the same type in Lots BE 507, 508, 510 (3 fragments),511 (3 fragments),514 (2 fragments), 663, 669 (3 fragments).Fragmentsof skyphoi, Corinthiantype in Lots BE 511 (2 fragments),514,
669 (2 fragments),all closely similar to AgoraXII, no. 314 (470-460 B.C.).
18 Potterywithin early stone drain:Lot 1002, especiallydatablepieces:L 5908, lamp, type 20, cf. AgoraIV,
no. 149 (500 into 460's B.C.); skyphos rims and handles, Attic type, cf. Agora XII, no. 342 (470-460 B.C.);
lekanis rim, cf. Agora XII, no. 1218 (480-450 B.C.); lykinic lekanis foot, earlier than Agora XII, no. 1242
(450-425 B.C.). Pottery from footing trench along euthynteria at west end of stoa: Lots BE 1009, 1010: P
31406, black-glazedsaltcellar,cf. Agora XII, no. 901 (500-480 B.C.); lekanis rim, cf. Agora XII, no. 1217
(500-480 B.C.).
19I 7554: L. 1.51 m., W. 0.54 m., Th. 0.56 m. Height of letters (lines 1-4, 6) 0.045-0.075 m., (line 5)
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9. Graffitoon euthynteriaof Stoa Poikile, I 7554

From the date of its constructionin the second quarter of the 5th century B.C., the stoa
continuedto occupythe site and was no doubt in use for nearly a millennium. Since no part
of the building is preserved above the level of its steps, no stratigraphicevidence has yet
come to light pertaining to its long subsequenthistory of use. A clue to the building's architectural longevity can, however, be deducedfrom the late Roman transformationof the site
in the 5th centuryafter Christ;for it is clear that a neighboringstructureof that period bore
a close architecturalrelation to the old Classical stoa which would not have been possible
unless the walls of the stoa had been standingat that time also. The evidenceis providedby
a pair of heavy concrete foundations for a street colonnade of late Roman date, found
stretchingacrossmuch of the area west of the Classical stoa (Figs. 4, 10, P1.4:a).20 The east
end of the late colonnade seems to have been erected against the standing west wall of the
0.021 m. Carvedon west face of euthynteriablock with bottomsof letters toward south. Fascia 0.058 m. wide
along upper edge of block.
Sikeon (line 1) does not appear elsewhere in this form as a Greek personal name. It may be a variant
spelling for Sikyon, the eponymous founderof the Peloponnesiancity, which is attestedin Attic heroic prosopography, Pausanias, II.I.I, 6.5. Lokrion (line 4) is attested at Athens once in the late 4th century, Kirchner,
PA, no. 9185. I owe the suggested interpretationof line 5 to A. N. Dinsmoor.
20 The building cannot be dated with any precision,but a few small groups of sherds attributableto the 5th
century after Christ were found around the southern concrete foundation, Lots BE 378, 379, 961, while a
similar group, Lot BE 431, was found beneath a small patch of cement floor packing within the stoa (Fig. 19).
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10. Restoredplan and elevation, Late Roman Stoa

Classical building. This is indicatedby the exact alignmentof the southernconcretefoundation, which supportedthe columns, with the corneranta of the old stoa, while the narrower
underpinningfor the back of the late building was made to abut the exact mid-point of the
west wall. Moreover, the hard lime mortarof the Roman concretewas found to overlie the
Classical steps, but the cementstoppedabruptlyon the top stepjust at the setting line for the
toichobatebeneath the wall, and no trace of the concretefoundationwas found further east
within the old stoa.
Exactly when the stoa was finally destroyedis not yet certain. The preservedfoundations everywhere appeared beneath layers of debris dating to the late 6th century after
Christ, although in places the lowest walls for the first phase of middle Byzantinehabitation
were set down through the 6th-century debris to rest on the stripped Classical foundations
(Fig. 19).2 1 The stratigraphypreservedno distinctionbetween the actual destructionof the
21 Among masses of

pottery from numerous layers of destructiondebris (Figs. 18, 19, hatched layers), the
most characteristicdatable material is in Lots BE 469, 600, 607, 608, 650, 651, 657, 1078. All produced
fragmentsof bowl rims, "LateRoman C" ware, cf. Hayes, LRP, Form 3 F, pp. 329-338, or Form 10 B and C,
pp. 343-346. Lots BE 467, 471 contained specimens of "Late Roman C", Hayes, LRP, Form 3 C, pp. 330,
333. Also immediatelyabove the preservedfoundationswere found coins BE-270 and BE-307, both AE nummus, Justinian I (A.D. 527-565). Bust r./A. Cf. Bellinger, DOC I, p. 82, no. 36.
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building and the pillaging of its walls, and this suggests that the stoa was demolishedat the
time it went out of use, without being allowed to stand in ruins for a long period. There can
be no doubt that the stoa was extensively ransackedin the 6th century when its ruins were
quarried for building stone. The scavengerswere particularly destructivenear the northwest corner where blocks of the steps were removed down to the euthynteria. Among the
rubblewhich coveredthis part of the building were many chunksof porosfrom the breaking
of blocks,and one backingblockwas draggedout of place but left tumbledabovethe euthynteria. In this connectionit should be noticed that the presenceof the late Roman colonnade
evidentlyprotectedthe old steps along the south half of the west side, for the single surviving
block of the third step, on which the concretefoundationrested,was roughly hackedoff in a
line parallel to the late Roman wall.
IDENTIFICATION

All the architectural,topographical,and chronologicalevidenceavailable points to the
identificationof the new building as the famous Stoa Poikile, or Painted Stoa, mentionedin
as many as fifty passages of ancient literature and inscriptions,and plainly one of the great
landmarks of Classical Athens.22 It was celebrated first for its splendid paintings from
which the stoa took its name, but no less as a favorite haunt of philosophersof which one
group, the followers of Zenon, called themselves Stoics because of the building where they
gathered. Of the two Classical stoas known to have stood on the north side of the Athenian
Agora, the Stoa of the Herms23and the Stoa Poikile, only the latter thus far has shown a
perfect correspondencebetween the archaeologicaland the literary evidence.
The newly excavatedbuilding is plainly a monumentof great size and prominence;its
foundationsare unusually heavy, and the quality of its constructionis unusually good. If we
may judge from its scale, position, and orientation, it must have been one of the principal
early Classical buildings in the market square. Since the depth of the new stoa from front to
back can be measured as 11.51 m. at the stylobate, its over-all scale is closely comparable
with the Stoa of Zeus, which measures 10.73 m. in depth without the projectingwings. The
total length of the new building is, of course,impossibleto establishon the present evidence,
but it should probablyapproximate46 meters like the Stoa of Zeus.24The restoredlength of
the stoa is limited on the east, however, by another north-south street under modern St.
Philip Street. The line of the ancient road has been fixed in two places: on the south at its
juncture with the Panathenaic Way, and further north near the intersectionof St. Philip
and Hermes Streets.25Since this ancient street is thus known to pass barely 55 metersto the
22 The testimonia are conveniently collected in Agora III, pp. 31-45, and discussed in Agora XIV, pp.
90-94; R. E. Wycherley, "The Painted Stoa,"Phoenix 7,1953, pp. 20-35.
23 See below, pp. 40-41.
24
Dimensions of the Stoa of Zeus, Thompson, Hesperia 6, 1937, pl. II.The new building is likely to have
had either 9 or 11 interior columns, and its over-all length on the first step would thus have been 42.37 m. (as
in Figs. 1 and 2) or 50.362 m. The interior axial spacing should be 4 x 0.999 = 3.996 m. Distance from first
interioraxis to west edge of toichobateis 4.25 + 3 steps (0.317) = 5.201 m. Thus the over-all length should be
8(3.996) + 2(5.201) = 42.37 m. or 10(3.996) + 2(5.201) = 50.362 m.
25 For the ancient street under St. Philip Street, 0. Alexandri, Z\EXr 22, 1967, B' 1[1968], XpoVLKa',
pp.
43-44; for a neighboring sanctuaryof Herakles with its boundarystone near the road, Stavropoullos,Z\EXr
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east of our excavations,it will be obviousthat the new stoa occupiedthe entire blockbounded by the two ancient north-southstreets (Figs. 1, 2).
That the Stoa Poikile should be sought near the northwest corner of the Agora is the
clear implication of Pausanias. In a passage (I.I4.6-I5.1)
to which we shall return again
shortly, the Roman traveler located the stoa with referenceto the Stoa Basileios, or Royal
Stoa, which was evidently in close proximity. It is importantto emphasize also that at the
time of Pausanias' visit the northeasternpart of the Agora was crowdedwith buildings of
Roman date (Fig. 1). The large Northeast Basilica, built in the Hadrianic period, and the
colonnadeof an earlier Roman building to the west of it occupiedthe entire area from the
northeastcornerof the square westwards as far as the north-southstreet beneath St. Philip
Street. Moreover, excavation below the Roman remains has revealed that this same area
was occupied by private commercialbuildings which borderedthe north side of the square
from the 6th century B.C. until early Roman times.26This means that in the 2nd century
after Christ Pausanias could only have seen the Painted Stoa further to the northwest on
precisely the site where the new stoa has come to light.
Literary testimonia indicate a date for the Stoa Poikile between 470 and 460 B.C., as is
suggested by many references to people associated with its constructionand decoration.
Peisianax, after whom the building was originally named, was a brotherof Isodike,the wife
of Kimon.27Born probably between 510 and 500 B.C., he would have been active in the
secondquarterof the 5th century,and he seems to have been in some way responsiblefor the
constructionof the stoa. Moreover, Kimon's sister Elpinike was said to have been depicted
as Laodike in one of the paintings in the stoa by Polygnotos of Thasos.28 This painter
togetherwith Mikon and Panainos of Athens, the three artists cited most often in reference
to the paintings in the stoa, first receivedimportantcommissionsin the 470's, and all were
active through the middle years of the century.29These chronologicalindicationswill now
be seen to coincideperfectlywith the archaeologicalevidencealreadyadducedfor the date of
the newly found building.
On the back wall of the stoa, abovethe bench of which the foundationshave been found,
we can restorethe great series of painted panels depictingglorious deedsof the past:a battle
20, 1965, B' 1[1967], XpoVLKac,pp. 52-55. Cf. the plan, Y. Nikopoulou, <<To
AAA 4,
'AOqvWpv>>,
7roypa0LKa'
1971, p. 3.
26
Hesperia 40, 1971, pp. 261-266; Hesperia 42, 1973, pp. 138-144 (fig. 3).
27 For its first name the "Peisianakteion",Diogenes Laertius, VII. I.5: aVaKaM7FTWV
8e fv r-j HloKLAq o-roa
7-i KaL LEtoraart'X
KaXovp7'vfl
7ypa4is7
HoXv7yvrov
7rotKt'X; the Suda, s.v. Z?)vwv: E7rEarb b rfis
ffs
%
KX?0? 84EKat avrosT 1TWLKOS ra O%
V HELO-Lava'A gas bIbeaLa'v,
EVi
T i oroa
Vrts rpnv
8,
wypa4n)OE0o-aHOILKLXq E'KX?,0. Cf. also Plutarch, Kimon, 4.5; Schol. Demosthenes,
KTELO9, VOTEpOV
XX.I I2; Harpokration,s.v. /3ao-LX'Lo0 O-roc;Isidore, Origines viii.6.8. For his relationship with Isodike and
the dates, Kirchner, PA, no. 7712; J. K. Davies, Athenian PropertiedFamilies, Oxford 1971, pp. 376-378.
For literary evidencebearing on the date of the stoa, L. H. Jeffery, "The Battle of Oinoe in the Stoa Poikile,"
BSA 60, 1965, pp. 41-42.
28 Plutarch, Kimon, 4.5. Elpinike may have been the slightly older sister or half-sister of Kimon, who was
himself born close to 510 B.C.; Davies, op. cit., pp. 302-303.
29 For complete testimonia on the painters, J. Overbeck,Antiken Schriftquellen,Leipzig 1868, nos. 10421079 (Polygnotos), 1080-1093 (Mikon), 1094-1108 (Panainos); for their careersand dates, A. Rumpf, Malerei und Zeichnung der Griechen, Munich 1953, pp. 91-103; M. Robertson, A History of Greek Art, Cam-

bridge 1975, pp. 241-245, 322-324.
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at Oinoe, where Athenians were shown fighting against Spartans,the battle of the Athenians and Amazons, the Sack of Troy, and the battle of Marathon.30This juxtapositionof
themes,in which actual historicalbattleswere set besidefamiliarmythologicalsubjects,had
importantconsequencesfor the historyof Greekart and later influencedthe sculpturalprogramsof the Parthenonand othertemplesof the Perikleanperiod.Oratorsof the 4th century B.C. were fond of pointing to the pictures as paradigmsof past Athenian valor;31and
Pausanias and other writers later describedthem in some detail. The excavations have
naturally yielded no new evidencewhatever to add to our sketchyknowledgeof these lost
masterpieces;but the fate of the paintings,as it is known from the literaryrecord,does bear
on the chronologyof the stoa. The Christian Bishop Synesios, who visited Athens about
A.D. 400, remarksthat the painted panels had only recentlybeen removedfrom the building.32From this statementit is surely correctto infer that the stoa stood with the paintings
intact until at least this late date. Once again ancient accountsof the Painted Stoa reflect
exactly the archaeologicalhistory of our site, for as we have seen the disposition of the
remains suggests that the Classical stoa was still standing in the 5th century after Christ,
when the late colonnadewas built againstits west wall. There is thus everyreasonto believe
that the excavationshave revealedat last the ruins of the famousold stoa which guardedthe
northernborderof the Agora for a thousandyears.
THE HELLENISTIC GATE
A glanceat the southwestcornerof the stoa revealsat once a greatrectangularfoundationof
roughlyworkedporos blocks.In the visible course,eight blocksare laid half as headersand
half as stretchers,and excavationaroundthe base showedthat they rest on a similar course
beneath(Figs. 4, 11, P1.4:b). The blocksare carefullyfittedoverthe firstwesternstep of the
stoa so that they abut cleanly agaist the face of the second step, with the top of which they
were preciselyleveled.The foundationis not, however,alignedwith the cornerof the crepidomabut is set back 0.85 m. fromthe end of the first step, with the result that the south face
of any superstructurebuilt on this foundationwould have aligned perfectlywith the corner
anta of the stoa. At a distance of 2.50 m. to the west an identical foundationappeared,
composedof similarporosblocks,likewise laid someas headersand someas stretchers.Half
of the upper course is now missing, and at its southwest corner two blocks of the lower
course were removedin late antiquity, in order to effect repairs on a drain which passed
awkwardlybeneath the base. Resting on one cornerof these foundationsis a pair of poros
blocksof finer grade and finish (P1. 5:a). Dressed as they are with a smoothface on the east
and anathyrosison their ends, and set in 0.15 m. from the edge of the foundation,these
30 The orderof the picturesgiven by Pausanias,I. I5.I-I6.I;
cf. Pliny, Nat. Hist., xxxv.57, 59. For discussion of the paintings:Battle of Oinoe, Jeffery, op. cit. (footnote27 above), pp. 41-57; Battle of the Amazons,
D. von Bothmer,Amazons in Greek Art, Oxford 1957, pp. 163-174; Sack of Troy, C. Robert,Die Iliupersis
des Polygnot, Halle 1893; Battle of Marathon,E. B. Harrison, "The South Frieze of the Nike Temple and the
Marathon Painting in the Painted Stoa,"AJA 76, 1972, pp. 353-378.
31 Aischines,iii. i 86.
32 Synesios,Epist., 54, I35; cf. also Sopatros,A/at'pEUs9
340ff. See the remarksof Wycherley,
ZqT?qP-LTu-Wv,
Agora III, nos. 89, 93, 94; idem, Phoenix 7, 1953, p. 24; J. G. Frazer, Pausanias's Description of Greece,
London 1898, II, pp. 135-136.
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Plan and section of poros bases at southwest cornerof Stoa Poikile

blocks are the only surviving part of the superstructurepreservedin situ. The large Ionic
column base which stands so prominentlyon them today is not, of course, part of the original monument.It came to rest here in late Roman times and probablysupporteda columnar
monumenterectedin front of the street colonnade,whose foundationpasses immediatelyto
the north. Just south of the western base a pair of conglomerateblocks, obviously set in
relation to the base itself, probablyservedas the foundationfor a later monumentor statue.
Similarities in size, material, and method of constructionrelate the two rectangular
foundations to each other. More important, their upper courses rest at exactly the same
elevation, and they are closely aligned with each other, although their orientationis slightly
differentfrom the stoa to which one of them is attached.It will be observedthat the western
base is some 0.60 m. longer than the eastern, but if a superstructureof identicaldimensions
(3.15 x 2.40 m.) be erectedon both foundations,that on the east will perfectlyabut the wall
of the Classical stoa. These considerationsmake it virtually certainthat the bases were both
parts of a single monument and in fact carried the two piers of a large gateway, placed
astride the north-south street at just the point where it met the Panathenaic Way and entered the market square. Indeed, the hard-packed gravel surface of the street itself was
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found to pass between the two foundations,and a curbstonewas later installed at the corner
of the eastern base to prevent wheeled traffic from damaging the monument as it turned
eastward in front of the stoa (P1.4:a, b).
Constructionof the poros foundationsfor the gateway was clearly reflectedin the stratigraphy of the street as far north as it has been possible to examine it. Investigationof the
stratified layers just west of the stoa showed that the early cobbled surface of the mid-5th
century B.C. was maintained level with the euthynteriaof the stoa throughoutthe Classical
period (Fig. 19: Roads H, I). Then at the end of the 4th century B.C. an artificial filling
raised the surfaceof the entire street as much as 0.35 m. to 0.40 m. in several layers, but all
as parts of a single majorgradingoperation.Between the poros bases much of the early road
gravel was dug away by the builders of the gate when they laid the foundations, but the
artificial filling brought the surface of the street back to the top of the new bases (Fig. 11:
Layer 2). Grading of the street establishedthe same level west of the stoa, and the new road
surface sloped gently up further to the north. This artificial filling contained quantities of
broken pottery dating to the last quarter of the 4th century B.C., while the latest pieces
belong in the last decade and may descend a few years into the 3rd century B.C.33 The ceramic evidence provides a reliable date for the constructionof the foundations against the
cornerof the stoa.
In order to understandthe monumentbuilt on the poros bases, we must consideragain
Pausanias' accountof the Painted Stoa to which referencehas alreadybeen made. He introducedhis descriptionof the stoa in the following way:
T ?)THlaKIA?)
EOTW
, Ep?jsVtKa
ovo/cOoLv
oaV
fypa+bW,
a7To TWL
T7)L'
ov9
KpaT7o-aLVTWV
be oi Tpofwatov 'AOqjvatwv'7r7roaXta
KaAoV/LEvos9'AyopaitosgKat 7Tvfi\ 7rTArroLV-E'7TEO-Tt
HIAEtTaPXoV,
os0
rs0T7 'r7rov Kao-oafrbpov Kat TOv 6,EVtKOv T7'V apX?p' a'EA4os4 WV EWETETpa'TTO.

toV0Lt be ')pos

(I. I 5. )

On his way to the stoa, Pausanias saw a statue of Hermes Agoraios and near by a gate
which carried a trophy set up by the Athenians to celebratea cavalryvictory over Pleistarchos, brother of Kassandros. It is worth noting that the gate is separated a short distance
from the statue of Hermes by the word 7rX7)olov,a standard locution which Pausanias
regularly employs to indicate that he has passed on from one monumentto the next. But no
such phrase separatesthe gate from the stoa at the beginning of the following sentence,and
this may imply a close physical proximity between the two which could not, in fact, be more
accuratelyreflectedin the surviving foundations,built as they are virtually onto the corner
of the Classical stoa.
33 The artificial filling at the end of the 4th century B.C. appears as Road Layers F and G (Figs. 18, 19),
Lots BE 985, 986, 994, 995: latest pieces include 14 fragmentsof ribbedand plain kantharoiwith moldedfeet,
cf. AgoraXII, nos. 704, 714; 4 fragments,lamps, type 25 A, cf. AgoraIV, no. 271; 3 kantharosrims with West
Slope decoration,cf. Stella G. Miller, "Menon'sCistern,"Hesperia 43, 1974, p. 230, nos. 10, 13, 14; bottomof
hemisphericalbowl with incised net pattern, cf. Rotroff, Agora XXII, p. 39 and note 107. Pottery from same
fill between bases of gate, Layer 2 (Fig. 11), Lot BE 1052: latest fragments,kantharoi,cf. Miller, op. cit., p.
229, no. 4. The same filling in the street further north was excavatedas Layers 14-16, pottery, Lots BE 918,
920-923: latest pieces include kantharosbowl and handle, cf. ibid., no. 10; kantharosupper wall with West
Slope decoration,cf. ibid., no. 7. Excavation of the stratigraphyaround the Hellenistic gate and in the street
was conductedby John McK. Camp II in 1982.
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The gate commemorateda militaryvictorywhich is not otherwiseattestedin the historical sources,but Pausaniaswas just sufficientlyexplicit aboutthe circumstancesto suggesta
likely date for the engagement.An Athenian defeat of forces belongingto Kassandroscan
hardly have been celebratedin this way during the rule at Athens of his designatedregent,
Demetriosof Phaleron,between 317 and 307; nor for that matteris the battle likely to have
been fought prior to 317, since the trophy survivedso conspicuouslyinto later times. The
cavalrybattle mentionedby Pausaniasfinds its place most naturallyduringthe Four Years'
War and its aftermath,in the periodbetweenthe liberationof Athens in 307/6 at the hands
of Demetrios Poliorketes,and Pleistarchos'departurefor Asia in 302/1.34 In 303/2 Athenian forces are known to have campaignedvictoriouslyin the Peloponneseunder Demetrios, and at least two units, the "pickedvolunteers"and the tribesmenof Akamantis,celebrated their return to Athens with sacrificesand extravaganthonors for Demetrios himself.35That the Athenian cavalrysaw activeservicein the field as a part of this campaignis
evidentfrom a referenceto knightswho had been capturedas prisonersof war.36Moreover,
the decreeof Akamantisof 303/2 preservesthe name of Pleistarchosin a tantalizing passage which is too mutilatedto yield a text, but may possibly refer to the same engagement
mentioned by Pausanias.37For our present purpose, what needs to be emphasized once
again is the striking synchronismbetween the historical and the archaeologicalevidence.
The ceramicmaterial recoveredfrom the ancient street suggests that a great gateway was
erectedagainst the cornerof the Stoa Poikile at the very end of the 4th or the beginningof
the 3rd centuryB.C., while at the same time Pausaniasrecordsin just such a position a gate
which commemorateda battle evidentlyfought in or about 303 B.C. There can be little room
for doubtthat the foundationsdiscoveredin the excavationscarriedthe gate seen by Pausanias besidethe Stoa Poikile, and its presencehere addsimportantconfirmationto the identificationof the stoa itself.
It is greatly to be regrettedthat not a single architecturalfragmentcan be assignedto
the superstructureof the gate. The restoreddrawing (Fig. 12) is thus entirely conjectural
and is intended only to convey an impressionof the general scheme of the monument. It
34 The date of the battle has been most recently discussedby S. M. Burstein ("The Date of the Athenian
Victory over Pleistarchus,"CW 71, 1977, pp. 128-129) who argues convincinglyagainst a date as early as
319 B.C., sometimesacceptedby others (see A. J. Reinach, "Tropheesmacedoniens,"REG 26, 1913, p. 397;

W. Judeich, Topographie von Athen, 2nd ed., Munich 1931, p. 89; G. C. Picard, Les trophees romains, Paris

1957, p. 92; M. Fortina, Cassandro,re di Macedonia,Turin, etc. 1965, p. 32, note 1). For the rule of Demetrios of Phaleron, W. S. Ferguson, Hellenistic Athens, London 1911, pp. 38-94. For the Four Years' War,
ibid., pp. 112-118; Fortina,op. cit., pp. 91ff., 97-99; and for its aftermath,Ferguson,"DemetriusPoliorcetes
and the Hellenic League,"Hesperia 17, 1948, pp. 112-136. For Pleistarchos'departurefor Asia, Diodoros,
XX.I 12.1.
35 The decreesof these two military units are publishedby N. Kyparissisand W. Peek, "AttischeUrkunden,"AthMitt 66, 1941, p. 221, no. 3 (with the greatly improvedtext of A. Wilhelm, "Beschlugzu Ehren des
Demetrioso uE'yas,"OJh 35, 1943, pp. 157ff.);and Ferguson,Hesperia 17, 1948, p. 114, no. 68 (with textual
improvementsby J. and L. Robert, "Bulletin epigraphique,"REG 62, 1949, p. 111, no. 51); for the date,

Ferguson, op. cit., pp. 117-123, 129.
36 IG 112,558, lines 33-34. Oxythemis of Larissa, a friend of Demetrios, is here honoredfor servicesrenderedto Athens, the capturedcavalrymenbeing among those whom he helped.
37 Ferguson,Hesperia 17, 1948, p. 114, line 6, and cf. pp. 128-129.
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seems useful to include it here, however, because it draws particular attention to the imposing scale of the structurethat must have stood on the existing foundations.Whatever its
exact appearance,the gate was a monumentof unusual importanceand occupieda position
of extraordinaryprominenceat the principal entranceto the Agora. The gate seen by Pausanias was also an unusual monument. He calls it a ~riKX-,
a word which he uses rarely in
the singular and almost always applies to city gates in fortificationwalls. In fact, Pausanias

mentionsonly one otheranalogousgate, that at Patras(VII.20.7) which markedone entrance to the agora and carried a series of gilded statues. In Pausanias' time the gate at
Athens carriedonly a trophy;but since he could identify the battle thus commemorated,one
infers that it was inscribed with some sort of dedication. It is just possible that the battle
itself might even have been depictedin a sculpturedfrieze;for one is remindedof the marble
cenotaph in the agora at Argos, which the Argives inaccuratelycalled a "trophy"of their
victory over Pyrrhos of Epeiros. Accordingto Pausanias (11.2 I.4) on that structure "were
sculpturedin relief the elephants and everythingthat Pyrrhosused in battle."
In the light of this discussion, the gate beside the Painted Stoa may seem a singularly
grandiose monument for a victory about which the historical record is otherwise entirely
silent. One is tempted to wonder, too, whether something more imposing than a single
military trophy may not once have adornedthe broad space above the gateway. Pausanias
says that the Athenians themselves were victorious over Pleistarchos;but both battle and
monumentbelong to an epoch when Athenian troopsmarchedbeneaththe bannerof Demetrios Poliorketes,and if they were victorious,it was becausehe led them to victory.It was an
epoch, too, when Athenians were movedto indulge their most extravagantflights of fancy in
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order to flatter the Macedonian Demetrios and his father Antigonos.They erecteda gilded
quadriga in the Agora, together with sacrificial altars and bronze equestrian statues; they
added portraits of the Macedonians to the monument of the Eponymous Heroes and wove
their images into the peplos of Athena.38It is easy to imagine that the Hellenistic gate finds
its proper context among such monuments as these, with which it was not only exactly
contemporarybut also may have been closely akin in spirit. To speculate further about the
embellishment of the gate may be thought entirely fanciful, but the temptation proves irresistible to observe that the most appropriate sculptural fragments from the Agora with
which to decoratea cavalrymonumentwere found in a public well barely 28 meters distant
from the gate, on the south side of the PanathenaicWay (Fig. 3). The fragmentsconsist of
one leg, the sword, drapery,and trappings belonging to a life-size equestrianstatue of gilded bronze, found in 1971. 9 The horsemanmay possibly have representedDemetrios Poliorketes himself and, in any event, was probablythrown down in the damnatiomemoriaeof
the Macedoniansin 200 B.C.,40 that being the date of the archaeologicalcontext in which the
pieces came to light. If this associationbe thought possible, it may help to explain why only
a trophy survivedon so massive a monumentin the time of Pausanias.
THE SANCTUARY OF APHRODITE OURANIA
THE EARLY ALTAR

The north-southstreet that passed through the Hellenistic gate separatedthe Stoa Poikile from a quite different sort of monument lying a short distance to the west. Here the
principal structure is a monumental altar which proved to be the best preserved of the
Classical remains in the excavated area. From its size, position, and early date, the altar
indicated at the moment of its discoverythat it must belong to one of the major religious
shrines of the Agora, and this is borne out by the evidence,presently to be adduced,for the
continuityof the sanctuaryinto later periods of antiquity.41
38 Literary accounts of the decree of Stratokles of Diomeia honoring Demetrios (Diodoros, xx.46.2-3;
Plutarch, Demetrios, I0-I2)
speak of the golden quadriga, golden crowns, an altar (where Antigonos and
Demetrios were to be worshiped as the Savior Gods with sacrifices,games, and a procession),their images in
the peplos of Athena, the royal titles, and the new tribes named for them. See Ferguson, Hellenistic Athens,
pp. 63-64, 96. For the equestrian statue offered by the "pickedvolunteers",Kyparissis and Peek, op. cit.
(footnote35 above), p. 221, no. 3, lines 11-15. For alterationsto the monumentof the EponymousHeroes, T.
L. Shear, Jr., "The Monument of the Eponymous Heroes in the Athenian Agora,"Hesperia 39, 1970, pp.
196-199. Statues of the Macedonian kings were even addedto the Athenian monumentat Delphi commemorating the battle of Marathon, Pausanias, X.I 0.2.
3 Hesperia 42, 1973, pp. 165-168. A definitive study of the bronze fragments is being prepared by C.
Hauser. The theme of an equestrian statue between two trophies (Fig. 12) seems already to have joined the
repertoryof triumphal art before the 2nd centuryB.C., see Picard, op. cit. (footnote34 above), pp. 79-81, and
the use of the motif on Roman triumphal arches of the reign of Claudius (A.D. 41-54) has been thought to
reflect Hellenistic artistic prototypes.For the coins depictingthe statuary,H. Mattingly and E. A. Sydenham,
Roman Imperial Coinage I, London 1923, p. 125, nos. 8, 16-18, pl. V: 86, 87; p. 129, nos. 62, 63, pl. VIII:
126; p. 131, nos. 75, 76, pl. V: 94; and cf. Picard, op. cit., pp. 331-333. For discussionof Hellenistic trophies,
A. J. Reinach, op. cit. (footnote 34 above), pp. 347-398; A. J. Janssen, Het antieke Tropaion, Gent 1957;
Picard, op. cit., pp. 64-100.
40 Livy, xxx. I 4. i 6-i 8.
41 The sanctuaryarea, the altar, and the temple to the north were excavatedunder the supervisionof John
McK. Camp II and Alison Adams during the seasons of 1981 and 1982.
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FiG. 13. Early altar, plan, actual state, and sectionlookingwest

Preservedin their original positions are the entire base and three of the six marble
orthostates of the altar itself (Figs. 4, 13, 14, Pls. 6, 7:a). The platform, measuring 5.08 m.
by 2.40 i., is oriented almost precisely with the points of the compass, so that the officiating
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14. Early altar, elevationsand sections

priest faced due east. A single course of hard, bluish limestoneblocks forms a sill, 0.27 m.
high, of which the outer verticalface is lightly stippled,while a narrowband of rough stone
projectsalong the bottomat the originalgroundlevel aroundthe monument.The individual
blocksare carefullysquaredand set with rectilinearjoints where they were exposedto view,
but their inner edgesare rough and irregularwhere they were coveredby the superstructure
of the altar. Beneaththe limestonesill a single courseof roughlyshapedporosand limestone
blocksservedas the foundationfor the base.
One half of the superstructurechancedto survivein place on the southernpart of the
sill, and in accordancewith normalGreekarchitecturalpractice,it was set off-centertoward
the east so as to leave a broaderplatform(0.58 m. wide) along the west side for the sacrificing priest. The orthostates,fashionedof white island marblewith large crystals,have beautifully smoothedouter faces, finishedwith a rasp and highly polished.A delicatebase molding in the cyma-reversaprofile adorns the bottom of the orthostatesalong the three preservedsides (P1.7:b).42All the joint surfaceswere finishedwith anathyrosisand the blocks
were carefully fastenedto one another by means of an iron double-T clamp at eachjoint.
The heavily foot-wornsurfaceand lines of weatheringon the sill indicatethe positionsoccupied by the missing orthostates,so that the original length of the altar can be ascertainedas
42
The missing orthostatefrom the north end had an ancient repair of the moldingat its northwestcorner,
which was found in place surroundedby the late pillaging fill.

A 4634: H. 0.071 m., L. 0.268 m., D. (upper) 0.025 m., D. (lower) 0.066 m. Complete patch molding worked

on all sides; cyma-reversaprofile on front and left end; anathyrosison back and right end; top smooth, flat.
Iron pins inserted0.047 m. from each end:two horizontalset from back,two verticalset fromtop. Right pins
in situ; left end preservesdrilledholes only. Patch must have been doweledto orthostatebeforeblock was set.
White island marblewith large crystals.
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ca. 4.42 m., while its width at the south end is 1.585 m., including the projection of the
molding. Within the frame of the marble orthostates stand three upright slabs of yellow
poros set side by side, some 0.22 m. apart. The tops of all three blocks have been cut down on
each side in such a way as to leave rectangular protuberances in the centers. As many as four
similar poros slabs probably once stood within the missing orthostates for the north half of
the altar.
It should be noted that the sides of the poros slabs have been worked down to exactly the
same level as the tops of the adjacent orthostates, while the latter are dressed with anathyrosis like the vertical joints. This suggests that another row of marble blocks once rested
above them, forming the crowning course on top of the altar, which would have been supported by the poros slabs on the inside and on the outside by the marble orthostates (Fig. 14:
Section B-B). Further evidence for the altar crown is preserved at the east where the concrete foundation for the late Roman street stoa abutted the upper part of the altar. The
crowning course was seemingly still in place when the concrete was poured; for the semiliquid material hardened in a clean, sharp line 0.05 m. beyond the face of the orthostate,
thus preserving a permanent negative imprint of the vertical face of the crowning course,
which was itself removed at some later date. Since the vertical plane in the concrete rises
about 0.16 m. above the orthostate, or slightly above the highest of the three poros slabs, this
dimension must give the approximate height of the altar crown, which can then be restored
on all four sides of the altar with a projection about equal to the molded base. A very close
analogy to the crowning course here restored is to be found in the well-known inscribed
molding which once crowned the altar of Pythian Apollo.43 That block forming one end of
the altar crown requires an arrangement of orthostates precisely like those preserved in our
monument, and in a closely similar scale; but there is, of course, no suggestion that our
slightly lower crowning course carried the same elaborately carved leaf molding below the
fascia.
Although not a single fragment of such a crowning course has been recovered from the
excavations, two other architectural pieces belong in all probability to the upper part of the
marble altar. These are a matched pair of pedimental barriers found together some years
ago in the debris beneath a modern basement wall, just 26 meters due south of the altar
(Fig. 15, P1. 8:a). Both pieces preserve the apex of the pedimental triangle to its full height,
crowned by central palmette akroteria, one of which at the time of its discovery showed faint
traces of the original painted petals and spiral tendrils.44 Since the preserved right end of
43 See Travlos, p. 100 and figs. 132-134. The dimensions(L. 1.82 m., W. 0.59 m., H. 0.185 m.) show that it
formedthe end crown of an altar only slightly wider than ours, W. (bottom) 1.585 m. For the dedication,IG
12, 761, quotedby Thucydides,vI.54.6.
44 A

3774 a: H. 0.717 m., p.W. 0.60 m., D. 0.18 m., H. of pediment 0.355 m., H. of akroterion 0.362 m.

Anathyrosison right end;joint surfaceon bottomwith dowel cutting (W. 0.034 m., D. 0.063 m.) set in two
periods; ancient break at left with dowel cutting (p.L. 0.066 m., W. 0.024 m., D. 0.069 m.) and pour channel

(0.045 x 0.012 m.) from back. Pedimentwith cyma-reversacrown;on raking geison, three fascias formedby
incisedlines.
A 3774 b: H. 0.723 m., p.W. 0.42 m., D. 0.20 m., H. of pediment 0.362 m., H. of akroterion 0.361 m.

Brokenon both ends. Anathyrosison back;joint surfaceon bottomwith dowel cutting (L. 0.062 m., W. 0.014
m., D. 0.039 m.). On geison, faintly incised lines; on akroterion, faint imprint of palmette and spirals.
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one block is dressedwith anathyrosis,the triangle of each pediment would have been completed in three pieces. Restorationof the full triangularbarrieron the basis of the preserved
height and slope reveals that the original base of the triangle correspondedexactly with the
width of the altar, if allowance be made for the proj'ec'tion
of the crowning course and
moldings (Fig. 16). In addition to this coincidenceof dimensions,the pedimental barriers
share with the orthostates of the altar both the type of island marble and the quality of
workmanship, and these considerationscombine to strengthentheir associationwith each
other.
CHRONOLOGY OF THE EARLY PHASES

A glance at the actual state of the remains about the altar reveals at once that only part
of the sanctuarylies within the new excavation,and even that part came to be crowdedwith
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foundationsand monumentsof later periods,with the result that only small areas preserved
the stratified deposits necessary for a reconstructionof its history. Nevertheless, careful
investigationof the stratigraphyenabledthe excavatorsto identify several majorphases in
the life of the sanctuary,even though some of the details remain uncertain.That the altar
should prove to be the earliest structure uncoveredthus far in the area will cause little
surprise, for a late Archaic date is suggestedboth by the hard, blue limestone used for its
base and by the deep level of the base itself, which lies 0.32 m. lower than the euthynteriaof
the Painted Stoa.
In two places it was possible to test the layers of fill against the west side of the altar
base, and the earth and stone packingwithin the rectangleof the sill were partiallyremoved
at the north end where the superstructureis now missing (Fig. 14: SectionB-B). Along the
west side, the ground surface associatedwith the initial use of the altar was found to be a
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thin layer of compactedporos chips mixed with earth, which met the stippled face of the sill
just above the rough band along its bottom. Beneath this, a layer of crushed bedrockhad
been spread over the area to establish the appropriateground level upon the completionof
constructionand to covertwo layers of constructiondebriswhich includedhunks of worked
poros and limestone from the cutting of blocks for the altar base. The fragmentarypottery
from all these layers could be datedto the closing years of the 6th centuryB.C. and suggests a
date about 500 B.C. for the constructionof the altar.45The same date is indicated by the
sherds recoveredfrom within the base, where several layers of gravel and stone packing
were removedto a depth lower than the foundation.46Within the first quarter centuryafter
the altar's construction,the ground level at the west was raised to just below the edge of the
sill where the excavator encountereda later surface formed of compactedporos chips like
the original. Pottery of the first quarter of the 5th century B.C. was found beneath this
surface, and the latest pieces suggest that the ground level was adjusted shortly before
480 B.C.47
4 Pottery from layers associatedwith the constructionof the altar base (Fig. 14): Layer 15, first surface of
poros chips, Lots BE 232-234; Layer 16, crushed bedrock,Lots BE 235-237; Layer 17, red earth with poros
working chips, Lots BE 238, 239; Layer 18, limestoneworking chips, Lot BE240. Very fragmentarysherdsof
the 6th century B.C. were found in all layers. Among the latest pieces: (Layer 15) lekythos rim, cf. Agora XII,
no. 1115 (ca. 500 B.C.); rim of banded one-handler, cf. Agora XII, no. 733 (ca. 500 B.C.); (Layer 17) rim of
stemmeddish, cf. Agora XII, no. 968 (ca. 500 B.C.).
46 Pottery from Layers 1-7 (Figs. 13, 14) within the altar base, Lots BE 243-249, all dated to the 6th century B.C. Characteristicpieces: (Layer 1) lekane rim, cf. AgoraXII, no. 1784 (ca. 520-490 B.C.); (Layer 4) rim
of cup, type C, cf. Agora XII, no. 406 (ca. 500 B.C.); (Layer 6) foot of cup, type C, cf. Agora XII, no. 398 (ca.
525 B.C.); foot of skyphos, cf. Agora XII, no. 564 (ca. 520 B.C.).
47 Pottery from Layer 14 (Fig. 14), second surface of poros chips, Lots BE 230, 231. Characteristicpieces:
P 31243, bandedone-handler,cf. Agora XII, no. 732 (ca. 500 B.C.); foot of bandedone-handler,cf. Agora XII,
no. 726 (520-500 B.C.); one-handler rim, cf. Agora XII, no. 728 (520-500 B.C.); foot of cup, type C, cf. Agora
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A secondmajorphase in the historyof the altar is indicatedby the packingfoundwithin
the preservedmarbleorthostatesand between the three poros slabs. The packingitself was
composedlargely of ash and great quantities of burnt animal bones from the sacrificesoffered at the altar. This material is of fundamentalimportancefor the interpretationof the
cult, and we shall considerit in due course. Much less abundantwas the datable evidence
found in the packing, and the small amounts of pottery were extremely fragmentary.Although many of the sherdsbelongedin the first half of the 5th century,the latest pieceswere
characteristicof the decade 430-420 B.C.48 This somewhat surprisingly late date is fully
corroboratedby a pair of silver Athenian coins which seem to have been deliberatelydepositedin the fill of the altar. The smalleris an obol and the largera triobol(P1.8:b, c), both
of which were struckin the third quarterof the 5th centuryB.C.; the latterwas buriedaftera
very short periodof circulation.49
The stratigraphicevidencethus appearsto indicatea periodof nearly 75 years between
the date of the altar and the date of its platform;but this is difficultto reconcilewith the
architectureof the monument.For the lines of weatheringon the north half of the sill and
the pry-holes for maneuveringthe blocks into place give no suggestion that any earlier
superstructure,contemporarywith the limestone base, ever stood in the positions now occupied by the marbleorthostates.Equally difficultto square with the evidenceof the architectureis the nature of the packingwithin the altar. The massesof ash and burnt bones are
surely the remains of sacrificeson the altar itself, but restorationof the marble crowning
course and pedimentalbarrierson top of the existing orthostateswould appear to exclude
the introductionof such materialas late as the third quarterof the 5th centuryB.C.
Two pieces of evidencemay provide an explanation for this seeming anomaly in that
they suggest damage and extensive repair to the upper part of the altar. One of the gabled
barrierspreserveson its brokenleft edge a deep cutting for a horizontaldowel and a pour
channelto permitthe dowel to be leadedinconspicuouslyfromthe rearof the block.Another
dowel cutting is found in the bottom surface,just at the line of fracture,where a vertical
dowel fastened the block to the altar crown beneath. It will be observedthat this dowel
cutting is wider, deeper, and more irregular than the one preservedin the bottom of the
secondbarrierblockbecausethe dowel was set twice. Furthermore,it is placedoff centerin
clear relation to the broken edge of the block. These cuttings are unmistakablesigns of
ancientrepair, and their meaning is unequivocal:one of the barrierswas broken,its pieces
were carefullyfittedbacktogether,and it was reset in its place at one end of the altar. Much
the same conclusionis to be drawn from the three upright poros slabs standingbetween the
orthostates.All surfaces of these slabs are roughly worked with a drove,except at the top
XII, no. 411 (ca. 480 B.C.); foot of cup, type C, cf. Agora XII, no. 420 (500-480 B.C.); rim of stemmed dish, cf.
AgoraXII, no. 960 (500-480 B.C.).
48 Potteryfrom lower fill between poros slabs and marbleorthostates(Fig. 13: SectionA-A), Lots BE 276,
278, 280-282. Latest pieces:two fragmentsof bolsals,cf. AgoraXII, no. 540 (ca. 420 B.C.); saltcellar,cf. Agora
XII, no. 895 (ca. 425 B.C.).
49 Coin BE-337:AR obol, Athens (ca. 449-430 B.C.), Head of Athena/AGE owl 1., cf. J. N. Svoronos,Les
monnaiesd'Athenes,Munich 1923-1926, pl. 9: 33-46. Coin BE-325:AR triobol, Athens (third quarter 5th
centuryB.C.). Head of Athena/owl facing between olive branches,cf. ibid., pls. 11:27-34; 12:29, 30.
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where they were cut down to carry the altar crown; the ledges thus formed are smoothly
finishedwith a claw chisel. There is indicationthat the tops of the slabs were dresseddown
while they stood in their present positions, for a layer of fine poros chips from working the
stone was found in the fill between the slabs and about 0.10 m. above their bottoms. The
inclusion of this material in a filling datable to about 430-420 B.C. shows that the poros
slabs must have been inserted in the altar and trimmed at that time. Since the slabs themselves are without parallel in ceremonialaltars of this type, which would normally be filled
with rubble and earth packing,50we may suppose that they were installed to provide additional support for the crowning course, of which some blocks may have been broken and
mendedlike the pedimentalbarrier.
On the basis of the evidencehere assembled,we may reconstructthe early history of the
altar in the following manner. About 500 B.C. the structure was originally built, with its
limestone base, marble orthostatesand crowning course, and pedimental barriers at each
end. Shortly before 480 B.C. the ground level to the west was raised to the top of the sill.
Sometime thereafter the altar sustained serious damage to its upper parts; like so many
other buildings and monuments of Archaic Athens, it may well have fallen victim to the
Persian sack of 480 B.C. When the superstructurewas eventually repaired,the damagewas
found to be extensiveenough so that one barrierand at least the south half of the altar crown
had to be removed,and poros slabs were installed inside to strengthenthe structure.During
the interval between the Persian destruction and the repair of the altar, refuse from the
sacrifices may gradually have gathered within the orthostates, especially if they were
stripped of their crowning blocks for much of that period. The possibility cannot be excludedentirely, however,that all the ash and burnt bone were broughtin as fill from a nearby sanctuarydump when the repairswere undertakenbetween 430 and 420 B.C. If the early
phases of the altar are correctlyinterpreted,its history will be seen to bear striking resemblance to that of its neighbor, the Peribolos of the Twelve Gods, located across the Panathenaic Way to the southeast. Like the new altar, the Archaic Altar of the Twelve Gods
seems to have been damaged by the Persians, and the entire periboloswas rebuilt anew at
about the same time as our monumentwas being repaired.51
Aside from the altar itself no other architecturalremains of the Archaic or Classical
periods can be associatedwith the sanctuary.If there was a temple or other cult building in
the early period, its remains must be sought to the west of the altar, outside the excavated
area; but here the northwardbend of the Panathenaic Way precludes the location of anything but a simple naiskos or similar small structure.Even within the excavationthe original limits of the temenos are difficultto establish. The clearestindicationmay be seen in a
50 For discussionof ceremonialaltars, C. G. Yavis, GreekAltars, Saint Louis 1949, pp. 95-96. For rubble
and earth filling of large altars, ibid., p. 115 (Corfu, Temple of Artemis), p. 204 (Megalopolis; Perachora,
Temple of Hera Akraia);D. W. Rupp, GreekAltarsof the NortheasternPeloponnese,diss. Bryn Mawr 1974,
p. 85 (Nemea, Sanctuaryof Zeus), p. 256 (Troizen, Asklepieion), p. 265 (Halieis, Sanctuaryof Apollo).
51 In the case of the Altar of the Twelve Gods, a second sill for the peribolos was actually placed on top of
the original, and Thucydides (VI.54.6-7) says that the dedicatoryinscriptionwas obscuredwhen the altar was
later lengthened.See M. Crosby, "The Altar of the Twelve Gods in Athens,"Hesperia, Suppl. VIII, 1949, pp.
82-103; H. A. Thompson, "The Altar of Pity in the Athenian Agora,"Hesperia 21, 1952, pp. 47-82; Travlos,
pp. 458-461; Agora XIV, pp. 129-136.
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short section of wall lying deep beneath a Roman building about six meters north of the
altar (Figs. 3, 4). A row of limestoneblocksin polygonalmasonryrests on a low socle made
of the same material and set at about the same level as the base of the altar. Since only the
south side of this wall exhibits a finished face, it evidently separatedthe low-lying area
aroundthe altar from a higher terraceto the north;but there is no way of knowingwhether
it formedthe northernboundaryof the sanctuary.To the east, the sacredarea was limited
by the public thoroughfarepassing between it and the Stoa Poikile;but no trace of a peribolos wall has survivedthe buildingactivitiesof later periods.The westernedge of the street
in the Classicalperiod is establishedby the line of an open poros water channel (Fig. 3, P1.
9:b), which is placed at preciselythe same level as the euthynteriaof the stoa and probably
functioneduntil the gradingoperationsat the end of the 4th centuryB.C. Althougheven the
blocks of this gutter have disappearedfurther to the south, its existence providesa useful
reminderthat from the mid-5th centuryonwardsthe cobbledsurfaceof the streetwas constantly maintainedat a higher level than the floor of the adjacentsanctuary.This helps to
explain how it happened that, during the last quarter of the 5th century B.C., earth was
allowed to accumulateon the west side of the altar to a depth of some 0.35 m. above the
sill.52

THE ROMANTEMPLE

It is somethingof a paradoxthat the third majorphase of the sanctuaryservedboth to
confoundmost of the earlier stratigraphyand at the same time to preservethe early altar
itself so that it survivedin such good condition.Immediatelynorth of the altar, the entire
area between the ancient street and the limit of the excavationis occupiedby the massive
foundationsfor a large structure,the interpretationof which is rendereddifficult by the
facts that only its southeast corner has been exposed and that its fabric was pillaged and
rebuilt at least twice in late Roman times and twice again in the Byzantineperiod (Fig. 4,
Pls. 5:b, 9:a). What survivedthese later depredationsis a solidly built corner of re-used
poros blocksforminga foundationabout 2.15 m. wide. Four coursesof masonryhave been
exposed to a depth of 1.55 m., and the stoneworkwas probably founded on bedrock,although clearanceof the area was not continuedbelow the modernwater table.
These deep foundationscarried the front steps of the building. The heavy foot wear
along the edge of the highest course shows that it is the first of three steps and had a tread
0.35 m. wide. The lowest step is preservedalong most of the south side and returnson the
east for a distanceof 2.05 m., whereuponit terminatesagainstthe east wall of the building.
Severalblocks of the second step also survive in situ, one of which at the southeast corner
displays the clear lines of weathering left by a missing third step (P1. 9:b). Since the steps
themselvesoccupy only the outer half of the wide foundation,it is likely that they carried
abovethem a columnarfacadeacrossthe south side of the building.A similar conclusionis
indicatedby the dispositionof the porosmasonryitself, which underliesonly that part of the
Potterybetween poros foundationswest of altar, abovesill, Layer 13 (Fig. 13), Lots BE227-229. Latest
fragments:bowl, convex-concaveprofile, cf. Agora XII, no. 821 (425-400 B.C.); olpe rim, cf. Agora XII, no.
279 (ca. 420 B.C.); stemlesscup rim, cf. Agora XII, no. 487 (ca. 430 B.C.).
52
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building fronted by the steps; for the east wall continuednorthwardson a foundationof
heavy rubble,measuring 1.00 m. in thickness.A slightly narrowerwall, 0.90 m. thick, also
basedon rubble foundations,lies parallel to the porosmasonryand 6.00 m. behindthe edge
of the first step. It will be observedthat the easternreturnof the poros steps projectsbeyond
the line of the east wall, and this suggeststhat they stoppedat a point where the wall itself
terminatedin an anta behind a prostylecolonnade.The configurationof the plan, the scale
of the steps and foundations,and the distributionof materialsall enable the building to be
recognizedas a temple of Roman podiumtype, with steps and prostyleporch facing southwards towardthe early altar and the PanathenaicWay (Fig. 3).
Not much more can usefully be said about the temple's architectureon the basis of the
presentevidence,for no architecturalblocksattributableto the superstructureor columnar
order have yet come to light. The over-all width of the temple fagade can, however, be
estimatedwithin narrow limits, as a result of a peculiar feature of the late Roman street
colonnade,which succeededthe temple on the site. We have seen that the concretefoundations for the latter structureabuttedthe west wall of the Stoa Poikile at the exact mid-point
and at the southwest anta. As they proceedwestwards, however, the late Roman foundations will be seen to divergesharply from each other (Fig. 10). This seeming perversityis
not due to sheer carelessnessof construction,but rather to the fact that the late Roman
building was apparentlydesignedspecificallyto fill the awkward space between two preexisting stoas of differentinteriordepth and orientation.On the one hand, the Painted Stoa,
measuring 11.51 m. from front to back, was orientednortheastto southwest,while on the
other hand, a stoa of early Roman date, with a depth of only 7.80 m., is known to have
borderedthe PanathenaicWay from northwestto southeast.53The late Roman colonnade
was intendedto form a transition between these two divergentfaSades,and its rear wall
evidentlyconnectedthe mid-pointof the Painted Stoa to the northeastcornerof the stoa on
the PanathenaicWay. If this reconstructionis correct,the earlier Romantemple on our site
cannothave exceededca. 14.50 m. in over-all width. That dimensionallows the building to
be restoredwith a porch of six columnson its prostylepodium and makes its general scale
closely similar to both the Southeastand SouthwestTemples, the other podium temples in
the area of the Agora.54
It is necessaryto emphasizethat the lowest step of the temple lies 1.37 m. higher than
the base of the early altar, immediatelyto the south and only 2.20 m. distant. This means
that the builders of the temple broughtabout a majorchange in the grading of the terrain
west of the PaintedStoa when they establisheda new groundleveljust 0.08 m. below the top
of the first step. The excavatorencounteredthe hard cobbledsurfaceof this level in the open
area to the south of the temple and east of the altar (Fig. 14: Section C-C, Layer G), and
here excavation of the deeper deposits revealed that the Roman builders had dumped a
5 A sectionof this buildingwas uncoveredby the GreekArchaeologicalServicein excavationsat the corner
of Hadrian and Theseion Streets;Y. Nikopoulou,op. cit. (footnote25 above), pp. 1-9.
54See Dinsmoor,op. cit. (footnote12 above),pp. 410-452; AgoraXIV, pp. 165-168; Thompson, "Excavations in the AthenianAgora,"Hesperia 21, 1952, pp. 90-91; idem, "Activitiesin the AthenianAgora: 1959,"
Hesperia 29, 1960, pp. 341-343, 350-356; idem, "ItinerantTemples of Attica"(abstract),AJA 66, 1962, p.
200.
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massive artificial filling over the whole area of the early altar in order to create a level
forecourtsouth of the new temple. This grading operation is of special interest because it
provides specific architecturalevidence which shows that the Roman temple was in fact
related to the Archaic altar.
To the west and north of the altar, the extant remains preserve parts of five rows of
poros blocks, set end to end so as to form bands of foundations, which bear an obvious
relation to the altar itself (Figs. 13, 14, Pls. 6:a, b; 7:a). Three blockswere placed with great
care so that they rest on the wide western sill, and they were gently pushed against the
marble orthostate so that they touched, but did not damage, its bottom molding. Part of a
fourth band of foundationswas later removedfrom an identicalposition,while a fifth row of
blocks lies adjacent to the altar base at its north end. The five bands of foundation thus
formedare parallel to each other and spaced uniformly 0.60 m. apart;but it will be noticed
that they are also precisely parallel to the front of the Roman temple and have, in fact, a
slightly different orientation from the early altar which they so plainly surround.The dimensions and careful spacing of the blocks suggest that they once supporteda paved platform beforethe temple, of which the survivingremains are for the most part only the lowest
foundation.One block of a second course remains in place on the middle band, and a negative impressionof the secondcourse was observedin a mass of later concretewhich incorporated the northernmostrow of poros blocks. This second course brought the foundationto
the top of the altar crown, but a third course of blocks together with thinner paving slabs,
possibly of marble, would have been needed to bring the top of the platformjust above the
newly establishedground level, as it was preserveda short distance east of the altar. There
can be no question of the platform extending further east than the end of the northern
foundation,for the deep earth fill of the Roman builderswas found pressedclose against the
east face of the orthostatefor its entire height. This evidence,taken togetherwith the careful
placementof blockson the west side and with the oddly asymmetriclength of the north row,
suggeststhat the platformwas specificallydesignedto coverthe altar and to incorporatethe
earlier structure intact beneath the later. The upper part of the pavement may even have
rested directly on the crowning course of the altar, thus completing the rectangle of the
platform;but in that case the original pedimentalbarrierswould have to have been removed
and possibly buried within. It is reasonableto suppose that the platformwas symmetrically
locatedon the axis of the temple, but that cannot be verifiedwith certainty.Its positionjust
1.50 m. in frontof the steps makes it an obviousspot for the placementof an altar in association with the new temple. Whether the new altar was erected directly above the old, or
possibly further to the west, there is no way of knowing; but as so often happened with
Greek religious monuments, the later structure by physical contact with its predecessor
preservedthe sanctity of the spot, made sacred by the early altar in Archaic times. Constructedas it was, the platformmaintainedthe architecturalcontinuityof the site,just as the
new temple and altar provideda more grandiosesetting for the ritual of the cult.
CHRONOLOGY OF THE ROMAN PHASES

In several places around the temple and the altar, the excavatorswere able to explore
portions of the deep earth filling brought in by the builders to level the sanctuary. It has
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already been noted that the full original depth of the fill was found just east of the altar
where five layersof red earth and clay were depositedto a depthof about 1.40 m. as a part of
one operation.Everywheresouth of the early altar along the PanathenaicWay, the same fill
was preservedto a level higher than the marbleorthostates,while similar layers were found
within the southeastcornerof the temple itself and along its east side. Considerablequantities of broken pottery were recoveredfrom excavation of these layers, and the various
groups of sherds agreed closely in date. The great bulk of the ceramic material could be
placedlate in the 1st centuryB.C., althoughthe latest pieces descendedinto the early years of
the 1st centuryafter Christ.55A date in the first half of the centuryfor the constructionof
the temple and refurbishingof the sanctuaryseems most compatiblewith the evidence,and
that brings the new temple into relation with the considerablenumber of temples and
shrines now known to have been erectedor rebuilt in the Agora during the early Roman
period. 56

On the west side of the altar, the Roman buildersevidentlybegan their work by setting
down the lowest poros blocksfor the platforminto a layer of Classical fill, which had been
allowed to rise to a depth of 0.35 m. above the altar base.57This will explain the heavy
admixtureof Classicalpotteryin the Roman fill and the almosttotal lack of Romanpottery
in the narrowstripsof earth betweenthe porosfoundations,despitethe fact that poroschips
from workingthe blocksthemselveswere found in abundance.
A later additionto the altar platformwas a large monumentof which the porosfoundation and one marble course were found at the western edge of the excavation (Fig. 4, Pls.
4:a, 6:a, 9:a). Traces of weatheringon the preservedmarbleblocksindicatethe placementof
a secondmarblecourseabove.That the monumentis certainlylater than the temple and the
platformis clear from its architecturalrelationto them, for it was set against the podiumof
the temple with no marble block returning along its north side; and at the same time the
poros foundationsfor the platformextendedbeneath the monumentand were actually cut
down to carryits substructure.No ceramicevidencecameto light which coulddefineits date
of constructionmore precisely;nor is it easy to explain why the lowest visible marblework
of the base should have been set at such a low level, 0.52 m. below the first step of the adjacent temple podium.
Although nothing in the stratigraphycould be describedas destructiondebris, it is apparent that the temple was completely rebuilt at the beginning of the 5th century after
55 Potteryfrom the stratifiedfilling east of the altar, Layers G-K (Fig. 14), Lots BE364-368. Latest pieces:
EasternSigillata A (Pergamene)plate with stampedpalmette,cf. AgoraV, no. F2; hemisphericalcup rim, cf.
AgoraV, no. F6. Pottery from south of altar, Layers 2-16 (Fig. 13: SectionA-A), Lots BE 294-312. Latest
pieces:Eastern Sigillata A (Pergamene)plate rims, cf. AgoraV, no. F1. Potteryfrom the constructionfilling
inside temple, Lots BE 186, 189, 190, and outsideeast foundation,Lot BE885: P 31388, rim of Arretineplate
with applied mask and swag, cf. Hayes, "RomanPotteryfromthe South Stoa at Corinth,"Hesperia 42, 1973,
p. 428, no. 30. P 31386, red-ware bowl, semiglazed;horizontalridging on wall; three concentricgrooveson
floor;for the shape, cf. Agora V, no. G185. Among latest sherds:Eastern Sigillata A (Pergamene)bell-cup
rim, cf. Agora V, no. F14; plate foot, cf. Agora V, no. G9; Eastern Sigillata B II (Samian A) bowl rim, cf.
AgoraV, no. G169; slip-coatedbi-conicaljug rim, cf. AgoraV, no. F44.
56 Thompson, AJA 66, 1962, p. 200; idem, "The Annex to the Stoa of Zeus.. .," Hesperia 35, 1966, pp.
171-187; T. L. Shear,Jr., "Athens:From City-Stateto ProvincialTown," Hesperia 50, 1981, pp. 360-365.
5 See footnote52 above.
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Christ. At that time, an enormouslydeep and solid foundationof concretewas erectedalong
the front of the temple and more than doubledthe width of the original poros podium (Fig.
4). The concrete was found to cover the steps on the south side, so that the entire superstructure of the earlier building must have been demolishedto that level. Whether the reconstructedbuilding continued to function as a temple at this late date cannot be ascertained, but the date of the building operationscouldbe fixed on the basis of potteryand coins
of the late 4th century after Christ, some of which were found embeddedin the concrete
itself, and others were recoveredfrom an associated layer of fill within the corner of the
building.58Whatever the nature of the reconstructedbuilding, it stood for only a short time
before being completely dismantled once again; for the late Roman street stoa, to which
referencehas already been made (pp. 15, 34 above), succeededit on the site sometime still
within the first half of the 5th century after Christ. We have already seen that the concrete
foundationfor its colonnadewas laid directlyabovethe early altar, and its rear wall crossed
the late concretepodium and poros steps of the Roman temple. It was probablyin connection with this constructionthat some of the poros blocks were stripped from the altar platform, but the northernhalf of the early altar itself seems to have been left intact at this time.
For the earth that filled the pillaging trench after removal of the blocks stopped along a
straight line exactly where the marble orthostateswould have stood, while the north half of
the altar base, east of this line, was coveredwith rubble and debris left by scavengersof the
6th or 7th centuries.59
IDENTIFICATION

One is drawn irresistibly to the question, which deity was honored in so prominent a
sanctuary,and the convictiongrows that a cult which flourishedfrom the 5th centuryB.C. to
the 4th century after Christ, beside the principal entrance to the Agora, can hardly have
passed from antiquity in total anonymity.But still it has to be concededthat the independent
archaeologicalevidence for its identificationis more tantalizing than definitive. For, alas,
the early altar bears no dedicatoryinscription,and no cache of votive offerings has come to
light intact. That offerings were once dedicatedin the sanctuary,there can be no doubt;for
throughoutthe stratifieddeposits of all periodsabout the altar, there was found a scattering
of objects seldom encountered in the public areas of the Agora. These pieces are better
regardedas votive gifts which found their way into various layers as a result of the digging
and pillaging of later times. Among them may be noted especially several fragments of
18Potteryfrom the aggregateof the concretefoundation,Lots BE 175, 176. Latest fragments:flat-bottomed,
wheel-ridged jug, cf. Agora V, no. M271; stamped plate, local "Late Roman D", cf. F. 0. Waage, "The
Roman and Byzantine Pottery,"Hesperia 2, 1933, p. 306, fig. 6. Potteryfrom layers within foundations,Lots
BE 178, 180-183. Latest fragments:African red-slip dishes, cf. Hayes, LRP, Form 61 A, 63, pp. 100ff., 109;
African red-slip bowl, cf. Hayes, LRP, Form 53 A14, p. 80; "LateRoman C" rim, cf. Hayes, LRP, Form 1 A,
pp. 325ff.; bowl rims, local "LateRoman D", cf. Waage, op. cit., p. 305, no. 243; lamp disk, cf. AgoraVII, no.
1871. Coins BE-225:AE, Arcadius (A.D. 383-408). Bust r./VOT/V in wreath, uncertain mint, cf. R. A. G.
Carson, P. V. Hill, J. P. C. Kent, Late Roman Bronze Coinage,London 1965, p. 89, nos. 2161-2163; BE-227:
AE, Valentinian I (A.D. 364-375). Bust r./effaced.
59 Pottery from pillaging fill at north end of altar, Layers 11, 12 (Figs. 13, 14), Lots BE 219, 220. Latest
fragments:"Late Roman C" bowl rims, cf. Hayes, LRP, Form 10 A, B, p. 343.
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black-figured lekythoi (P1. 8:e, g, h),60 some pieces of miniature black-glazed pyxides
(P1. 8:i),61and a black-glazedspindle whorl with delicate impresseddecoration(P1. 8j).62
An iron finger ring (P1. 8:d)63was found, like the silver coins mentionedearlier (p. 31 and
footnote49 above), in the actual ash depositwithin the altar, where it had no doubtbeen deliberately buried, and from the same context came a pair of polished knucklebones,one inscribedwith the letter epsilon (P1. 20:f), which had been dedicatedas gaming pieces rather
than as parts of sacrificialanimals. A few scrapsof terracottaanimal figurineswere certainly dedicatory,and among them the greatest interest attachesto the miniature figurine of a
dove (P1. 8:f) which was found in the original constructionpackingwest of the altar base.64
By far the most informativededicationthus far discoveredis a fragmentaryvotive relief
(P1. 17:a). Even though its two pieces were found in late levels some 10 meters east of the
altar, there can be little doubt that it was originally offered in our sanctuary. The relief
depicts a veiled female figure descendingthe rungs of a ladder and extending in her right
hand a vase which appears to be a thurible or incense burner. The subject matter of the
scene enables the figure to be identifiedas Aphrodite in her cult role as the Heavenly goddess, or Aphrodite Ourania. Because of its unusual iconography,and because of its importance for the identificationof the sanctuary,the relief has been made the subjectof a detailed
study which appears below.65
So scatteredand fragmentarywas the votivematerialfromthe sanctuarythat one would
be reluctantto base any but the most tentative conclusionsupon it, if it were not for the fact
that it finds striking confirmationin a totally different body of evidence. In the course of
excavating the early altar, the packing enclosedby the marble orthostatesand between the
poros slabs proved to be largely composed of ash and burnt bone, the remains of actual
sacrificesperformedat the altar. The entire deposit was sifted by flotation, and from this
60 e) P 31208: p.H. 0.033
m., p.W. 0.05 m. Part of shoulderand upper body. On shoulder,ends of petals of
palmette;on upper body, at junction with shoulder,meanderbetween two bands;narrow band below. Top of
kithara pointed right. Cf. Haspels, op. cit. (footnote 16 above), pls. 19:1, 20:6.
g) P 31206: p.H. 0.069 m., p.W. 0.033 m. Wall nearly vertical. At junction with shoulder, two rows of
dots above two bands;below figures, wide band between two narrow bands. Figured zone: forepartsof horses
of four-horsechariot facing right. Incised details;added red for manes and trappings. Cf. ibid., p. 233, no. 34
and pl. 38:2 b.
h) P 31202: p.H. 0.046 m., max. p. diam. 0.03 m. Lower body glazed. Reserved zone above narrow
glazed band with parts of pattern. For the shape, cf. Agora XII, no. 1115.
61 P 31203: p.H. 0.035 m., est. diam. 0.06 m. Type B. Small, low ring foot. Deep wall, inset. Reserved:
resting surface and whole underside, inside floor. Reserved band on wall outside and two inside. Cf. Agora
XII, no. 1292.
62 MC 1319: p.H. 0.025 m., diam. 0.035 m. Ring foot, convex lower wall, concaveabove. Impressedpattern, ovules, on bottomof and within foot, and middle of upper wall. Piercedverticallythrough center.Glazed
all over.
63 IL 1776: diam. 0.02 m., L. of bezel 0.015 m., W. of bezel 0.01 m. Intact but corroded.Oval bezel.
64 T
4176: H. 0.048 m., p.L. 0.049 m. Beak, tips of tail, and parts of feet broken.Handmade.Wings articulated only by bulge on either side of body. Tail pinched at base, flattenednear end. Orange buff clay, covered
with thin white wash, traces of red preservedover white.
Other figurine fragmentsare legs of animals:T 4181, T 4182.
65 5S 3344: votive relief of Aphrodite Ourania. The identificationof the relief I owe to C. M. Edwards, for
whose discussionof its iconography,see below, pp. 59-72 (Pls. 17-19).
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processmany thousandsof fragmentaryanimal boneswere recovered.A detailedanalysisof
this skeletal material is likewise presentedbelow in a separate study,66the principal conclusionsof which may be summarizedhere becauseof their bearingon the identificationof
the cult. Althoughmost of the boneswere too fragmentary,or too damagedby fire, to permit
accurateidentification,a total of 1,369 pieces could be recognized.The bones fell into two
majorclasses, 1088 fragments(80.1%)from goats, and 264 fragments(19.7%)from birds,
while a scatteringof 7 fragments(0.5%)were identifiedas being fromcows. Amongthe bird
bones it was possible to distinguish two differentspecies: 175 fragments(81.0%)of doves
and 41 fragments (16.2%) of chickens. Among the goat bones, the great preponderance
probablybelongedto very young female kids.
Comparisonof this informationwith the known instances in which specific animals
were offeredto the various Greek deities will reveal at once that birds of any kind were a
great rarity as victims. Moreover, the altar deposit shows three characteristicswhich are
especiallydistinctive:the large percentageof doves,the inclusionof morethan one speciesof
birds, and most particularlythe combinationof these with female goats or kids. To the
extent that Greek sacrificialpracticeis known to us from literaryand epigraphicalsources,
this specific combinationof victims can be said to characterizethe cult of only one deity,
Aphrodite. Occasional referencesoccur to the sacrifice of cocks for other divinities, but
Aphroditealone receivedthe dove.67Her sacredbird was the legacy of oriental forebears,
and an Athenian decreespecificallymentions the sacrificeof a dove to her as Pandemos.68
The same birds adornthe sculpturedfrieze of her naiskoson the slope of the Akropolis;and
they fly throughher firmamentas Ouraniaon the silvervotivedisk from the Kerameikos.69
The goat, on the other hand, was equally Aphrodite'sspecial animal, and a third of the
referencesto her sacrificesprescribegoatsor kids. The goddesswas frequentlyshown riding
a goat both in art and in the votives of her cult, and some reliefs include the young kids
66 Analysis of the skeletal material from the altar was undertakenby G. V. Foster, to whose report I am
indebtedfor the informationsummarizedhere. His study is publishedbelow, pp. 73-82 (P1.20).
67 Ancient testimonia for sacrificialvictims are convenientlycollectedby E. Kadletz, Animal Sacrificein
Greek and Roman Religion, diss. University of Washington 1976. See especially pp. 10-25, 274-277 for
Aphrodite.It is of interestto comparethe statisticsrepresentedby the skeletalmaterialwith those preservedin
the literaryrecord.In 33 referencesto sacrificesfor Aphrodite,the following victimsoccur:goats or kids (11,
33.3%),birds (6, 18.2%),cows (5,15.3%), swine (4,12.2%), sheep (3, 9%),unspecifiedvictim (3, 9%),hare (1,
3%).Sacrificesof the following birds are each mentionedonce:cock, dove, goose, partridge,thrush, any bird.
For cocks sacrificedto other divinities:Plutarch,Moralia, 238 F (Ares);IG IV2, 40, lines 5-6 (Artemisand
Leto);IG IV2, 41, lines 5-6; Plato, Phaedo, i i 8 (Asklepios);IG 112, 1367, lines 26-27 (Herakles).
68 For the dove as the special bird of Aphrodite,Roscher,Lexicon der griechischenund romischenMythologie I, Leipzig 1884-1890, cols. 404, 409f.; L. Deubner,AttischeFeste, Berlin 1932, pp. 215-216; J. Pollard,
Birds in GreekLife and Myth, Plymouth 1977, pp. 16, 146. For the sacrificeof doves to Aphrodite,IG 112,
659, lines 23ff.; cf. Propertius,IV.5.65-66; Ovid, Fasti I. 45I-452. Both speciesof birds sacrificedat the altar
in the Agora had specifically erotic associations:doves were favorite lovers' gifts and symbolizedaffection,
Theokritos,V.96.133; cockswere consideredlecherous,Aristotle,de gen. anim., 749 B.
69 For the sanctuaryof AphroditePandemos,L. Beschi,ASAtene,n.s. 29-30, 1967-1968, pp. 517-528; the
71>>,
sculpturedfrieze, p. 523, fig. 7. For the disk from the Kerameikos,U. Knigge,<?O a'zo-p T7-19'A4pobir
AthMitt 97, 1982, pp. 153-170, pl. 31. For interpretationof the goddessas Ourania insteadof Pandemos,see
the discussionof Edwards,below, p. 69.
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gambolingbeneath her steed or about her altar.70Indeed,on the disk from the Kerameikos,
we find the same unusual combinationof elements graphically depicted, Aphrodite riding
through the heavens on her goat together with a dove and kids, in a perfect iconographical
statementof the physical remains from the altar in the Agora.
The archaeologicalevidencefrom the excavationsmust also be consideredin close relation to the topographicalevidenceof Pausanias' description;for the only ancientreferenceto
the sanctuaryof AphroditeOurania at Athens occursin the traveler'saccountof the northwest corner of the Agora. Immediately prior to the passage quoted above, concerningthe
Hellenistic gate and the Painted Stoa, Pausanias re-orientedhis readerwith referenceto the
Stoa Basileios at the entranceto the square:
"

Kal 0-ToaV T7)V KaXov/J.EV71V Bao-LXELOV
vaos ETTLV H4aioTTov ...
V7TEp 8E T0V KEpap~ELK0W
HapLov KaLEpyOV
LLOOV
LEpOVEOTTLV'A4po'Tr,s
OvpaLas ... To bE E( 71lhOV ETLayaXfa

ATX7L'Ovbe
(DELUOV ...

LOVffLbe 7TpOS!T'7V 0-TOaV, 7V110
aE(oTTTV ypaoW>, E'TLV ' Epj,s! xaKO'VS KaxovHoLKLX7VOVO.Loa'oVTLV

Ayopao
yuEzvos!

'a rv7T rA
wkno0l>. (I. I 4.6,7; I 5. I )

After mention both of the Hephaisteion on the hill above the market square and of the
Royal Stoa, he proceededto describethe neighboringmonuments:the sanctuaryof Aphrodite Ourania, a statue of Hermes Agoraios,71 a gate near by, and then the Stoa Poikile. It is
important to emphasize that Pausanias' sequence is precisely analogous to that which the
excavationshave now revealed.The closely confinedarea of the new excavationlies directly
across the Panathenaic Way from the Royal Stoa (Fig. 3), whence the visitor enjoys the
most effective view of the Hephaisteion on the hill beyond. Here a venerable altar and
sanctuaryhave come to light, immediatelyadjacentto a gate of the early Hellenistic period,
which was virtually built onto the cornerof a great Classical stoa toward the east. The very
juxtaposition of these monuments,sanctuary,gate, and stoa, in such close proximity to each
other adds vital confirmationto their identifications.Once again the ruinous stones exposed
by excavation are found to be in perfect conformitywith the topographyof the northwest
cornerof the Agora as describedby Pausanias.
HERMS
The recent field work has providedno new informationabout the other Classical stoa which
is known from ancient authors and inscriptionsto have stoodsomewherenear the northwest
part of the Agora. The Stoa of the Herms still remains as elusive a structure as ever, although it is now likely that the building should be sought furtherto the northwest.Indeed,it
was in this directionthat there came to light the single inscriptionwhich says that it was to
be displayed "in the Stoa of the Herms."72Nevertheless, these characteristicallyAthenian
70 Pausanias, VI.25.I,
Skopas' famous statue at Elis; cf. A. Schober, "Zu den elischen Bildwerken der
Aphrodite,"OJh 21-22, 1922-1924, pp. 222-228. E. Mitropoulou (Aphroditeauf der Ziege, Athens 1975),
has collectedthe examples of votives. See also below, Edwards, pp. 69-71, Pls. 17:b, 18.
71 Hermes Agoraios is eliminated as a candidate for the deity honored by the new altar and sanctuary,
because an altar dedicatedto him is said to have been given by Kallistratosof Aphidna, the famous orator of
the 4th century B.C., [Plutarch],Moralia, 844 B; Kirchner,PA, no. 8157; Davies, op. cit. (footnote27 above),
p. 278, note 1. This cannotbe reconciledwith the archaeologicalevidencefor the datesof our sanctuary,which
indicatesno trace of activity around the altar during the 4th century.
72 J. Threpsiades and E. Vanderpool,?H1po!otLs'EpyaLS>>,AEXT 18, 1963, pp. 99-114. The phrase E'V[T7IL
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dedications, the Herms themselves, add support to the topographicalinterpretationproposed above. In such profusion did they come to stand about this part of the Agora that the
area was called "The Herms" both in common parlance and in the language of official
documents.73That the monuments so called were ranged along the Panathenaic Way
emerges from a referenceto a certain Demetrios who, as Hipparch, set up a special grandstand for his mistress to view the Panathenaia "by the Herms and higher than the Herms
themselves."74Moreover, they are specificallylocatedwith referenceto the Royal Stoa and
the Poikile; for Harpokrationquotes Menekles or Kallikratesas saying, "Fromthe Poikile
and the Stoa of the King extend the so-called Herms."75One infers from this statementthat
the two stoas lay close togetherwith numerous herms in the immediatevicinity.
The herms themselves first emerged in large numbers during the early 1970's when
excavationsboth east and west of the Stoa Basileios producedfragmentsand bases of some
two dozen.76Their appearance in association with the Royal Stoa has thus borne out the
topographical indications in the literary sources. In the light of this, it is particularly interesting that more pieces of herms should be found in the area immediately across the
PanathenaicWay to the north. The new group includes four shafts,77three fragmentsbroken from the hair and beards of herms,78and one nearly complete head. In addition, two
Ep1jwvoccurs p. 105, lines 43-44. Cf. Aischines, III.I83; Harpokration,s.v. 'EpyaL. Other inscriptions from the same area were to be erected 7pos TOLts Epyaks,"near the Herms", Threpsiades and
Vanderpool,op. cit., p. 110, line 9; C. Habicht, "Neue Inschriftenaus dem Kerameikos,"AthMitt 76, 1961,
pp. 127ff., 140. For discussionof the Herms, E. B. Harrison, Agora XI, pp. 108-117.
73 Agora III, pp. 103-108 and referencescited in footnote 72 above.
74 Athenaios, Iv. i 67 F.
75 Harpokration,s.v. 'EpyaiL,and cf. Wycherley, "Pausaniasin the Agora of Athens,"GRBS 2, 1959, pp.
39-40.
76 T. L. Shear, Jr., Hesperia 40, 1971, pp. 255-259; idem, Hesperia 42, 1973, pp. 164-165, 406-407.
77 S 3355: p.H. 0.336 m., W. 0.17 m., Th. 0.14 m. Found in removal of Byzantine walls of East Room 1
(Fig. 17), J 3. Broken at top and bottom. Rough picked on back;front and sides smooth and polished. White
marble.
S 3380: p.H. 0.27 m., W. 0.10-0.11 m., D. 0.10 m. Found below modernmill floor, K 2. Brokenat top
and neck. Tapering shaft, rough pickedon back;front and sides smooth.On sides, near top, roughly cut square
socketsfor attachmentof arms. White marble.
I 7519: p.H. 0.13 m., p.W. 0.09 m., p.D. 0.048 m. Found in Byzantine West Room 7 (Fig. 17), J 3.
Inscribedfragmentpreservingpart of front, right side, and shoulder. White marble. Fragmentsof three lines
of text:
O-]ToaL Twv

]VpKap

]pov aXap

]Xov
I 7537: p.H. 0.37 m., p.W. 0.18 m., p.Th. 0.20 m. Found in modernfill, J 3. Brokenat top, bottom,right,
and behind. Front and left side smoothed;at top traces of three letters. Pentelic marble.
]oXa[
78
S 3340: p.L. 0.07 m., max. diam. 0.028 m. Found in Byzantine levels, West Room 9, J 3. Fragment of
single lock, brokenat both ends. Thin, straightstrandsof hair from side lock of archaisticherm. White marble.
Cf. Agora XI, no. 163, pl. 44.
S 3346: p.H. 0.141 m., p.W. 0.088 m., p.D. 0.056 m. Found in Byzantinelevels abovesoutheastcornerof
temple, J 3. Fragmentof beard,brokenat back,top, bottom.Ends of short,wavy strandsof hair terminatingin
tight curls. Gray-white marble. Cf. Agora XI, no. 176, pl. 49.
S 3379: p.H. 0.087 m., p.W. 0.055 m., p.Th. 0.03 m. Found over late Roman east-west drain, J 3. Fragment, brokenall around, preservingseveral strandsof wavy hair. Pentelic marble.
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small squarebasesbuilt againstthe cornerof the stoa may have supportedsmall herms (Fig.
8). The discoveryof a second concentrationof these monumentsbeside anothlerClassical
stoa providesyet one more piece of corroborativeevidencein favor of the identificationof
that buildingas the Stoa Poikile.
By far the most interestingof the new pieces is the life-size head of white marble,which
chancedto be foundjust above the western steps of the stoa (P1. 10).I The symmetrical
structureof the head and block-like planes of the face leave no doubt that it belongs to a
herm and not to a statue. Long, wavy strandsof hair, now heavily worn, radiate from the
centerof the skull and are combedforwardin front beneaththe three flat ridgesof a broad
fillet. The locks end in a double row of tight snail-shell curls forminga high arch over the
forehead,while thick side locks fall behind the ear and probablydescendedto the shoulder.
The coiffureis not preservedin back where the head was later cut away to form a flat surface. By contrastwith the luxuriant hair of the head, the beardis representedas long parallel zigzags formingthin strandswhich cling closely to the side planes of the cheeks,and the
low droopingmustacheis renderedin the same manner. Whereverthe original surface is
preservedthe cheeks and foreheadretain a high polish which contrastswith the rougher
texture of hair and beard. The nose was once broad and short but is now almost entirely
brokenaway. Betterpreservedare the slightly bulging eyes, distinctlyalmond-shaped,with
their heavy lids and carefully indicatedtear ducts. The lips are full and curve slightly upwards into the deep-setcornersof the mouth, so that a traceof the Archaicsmile lingers on,
and an expressionof unusual livelinessplays about the face.
Tnhenew herm head is one of the finest and earliestof its type to be found in the Agora;
for all the detailsof style and modelingplace it amongsculptureswhich are datedabout 5 10
to 500 B.C. The distinctivezigzag strandsof the beard and contrastingheavy curls around
the foreheadcompareclosely with the stele of Aristion, where, too, the same characteristic
shape of eyes and eyelids may be seen.80Much the same treatmentof beardand mouth also
appears on the head of a mountedwarrior from the Akropolis.81Especially noticeableon
our herm is the unusually large and deeply carvedear with a long, fleshy lobe. The herm
from the Akropolishas an ear of similar shape but more crudely rendered,while both the
details and proportionsclosely approximatethe more delicate ear on the statue of Aristodikos.82Placedthus in the contextof its sculpturalrelations,the herm emergesas a work of
7 S 3347: p.H. 0.31 m., p.W. 0.205 m., p.Th. 0.17 m. Found in earliest Byzantine level, east end of East
Room 3 (Fig. 17), J 3. Brokenat neck. Backand left ear cut away to form flat surface.Heavy encrustationon
hair above foreheadand in patcheson face and beard.
80

Athens, N.M., inv. no. 29, see G. M. A. Richter, The Archaic Gravestones of Attica, London 1961, p. 47,

figs. 157,158. Especiallysimilar to the Agora herm is the sharplydefinedridgealong the top of the beard,separating the hair from the plane of the cheek. Cf. also the herm head, R. Lullies, Die Typen der griechischen
Herme, Konigsberg1931, p. 11, no. 1, pl. 1. The over-all effect of the snail-shell curls over the foreheadwas
originallycloserto ours on the herm Akropolis,no. 642; H. Schrader,Die archaischenMarmorbildwerkeder
Akropolis,Frankfurt1939, pp. 336-337, pl. 163; H. Payne and G. M. Young,ArchaicMarbleSculpturefrom
the Acropolis,London[1936], pl. 104.
81 Akropolis,no. 621; Schrader,op. cit., pp. 231-233, pl. 142; Payne and Young, op. cit., pl. 103. Cf. also
the treatmentof the beardon the Dionysos mask, Akropolis,no. 1323; Schrader,op. cit., pp. 248-249; Payne
and Young, loc. cit.
82

Akropolis,no. 642; see Payne and Young, op. cit. (footnote80 above), pl. 104:3. For Aristodikos,G. M.
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excellent quality, and this impression combined with its large size suggests that it came from
a prominent early dedication in this part of the Agora.
CLASSICAL COMMERCIAL BUILDING
Wherever the excavations have been carried beyond the open area of the Agora and the
public buildings which bordered the sides of the square, the character of the monuments has
been found to change abruptly. Narrow streets angled away from the market place in all
directions. Rambling private structures, cluttered with the small rooms of shops, dwellings,
and industrial establishments, crowded against the edges of the square. The remains of such
neighborhoods have been extensively explored in the narrow valley beyond the southwest
corner of the Agora and on the slopes which rise southwards to the Areiopagos.83 In the
Classical period, buildings of a specifically commercial nature bordered the northeast corner
of the square itself and lined the street leading to the eastern quarter of the city.84The same
pattern of habitation was naturally to be expected in the northwestern sector and can now
be documented from the results of the new excavations; for in the small irregular area
immediately behind the Stoa Poikile, the excavators were able to clear part of the first such
private structure beyond the periphery of the civic center.85This in itself is of some interest
because it is the first point at which the northern limit of the Classical public buildings has
been precisely fixed anywhere along the north side of the Agora.
The building in question (Figs. 3, 4, Pls. 12, 13) fronted on the east side of the street
that proceeds northward from the corner of the square. The plan reveals at once that it was
built in specific relation to the Painted Stoa: its south wall was made parallel to the back of
the stoa and placed so as to leave only a narrow alley (1.35 m. in width) between the two
buildings; its street front was oriented on the west end of the stoa and carefully aligned not
with the poros steps but with the outer face of the wall. Parts of two rooms have been
cleared, one of which lay sufficiently within the excavation so as to preserve its original
dimensions (7.45 m. long and 4.38 m. wide). The second room, of identical width, could
only be investigated at its west end, and beyond its northwest corner the street wall continued into the scarp far enough to indicate the existence of a third room outside the excavated area. The most prominent feature of the building today is its south wall which
stands to a height of 1.20 m. in two courses of ashlar masonry. The blocks of hard, tan poros
are carefully set without clamps on a foundation course which projects slightly at the level of
the original floor (P1. 13:a). The level lheight of the stonework suggests that the wall was
carried up in mud brick above the preserved masonry.
A. Richter, Kouroi, 3rd ed., London 1970, p. 139, fig. 489; cf. C. I. Karousos, Aristodikos, Stuttgart 1961, pp.
6-9, pI. 9.
83 The industrial district southwest of the Agora, R. S. Young, "An Industrial District of Ancient Athens,"
Hesperia 20, 1951, pp. 135-288; houses on the slopes of the Areiopagos, Thompson, Hesperia 28, 1959, pp.
98-105; Shear, Hesperia 38, 1969, pp. 383-394; idem, Hesperia 42, 1973, pp. 146-156. See generally Agora
XIV, pp. 173-185; Travlos, pp. 392-401.
84 Shops and houses at the northeast corner, Shear, Hesperia 42, 1973, pp. 138-144; east of the Agora,
idem, Hesperia 44, 1975, pp. 346-361.
85 Excavations in this area were conducted during the season of 1982 under the supervision of Margaret M.
Miles and Alison Adams.
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Along the front of the building, the west wall shows signs of heavy reconstruction on
two occasions in the Roman period, and its original ashlar stonework has thus survived in
much worse condition. In the first room, a wide gap in the foundation indicates the position
of a great central door measuring about 1.89 m. in width. In the second room, although the
ashlar blocks have been shifted in rebuilding, and the space between them is filled with later
rubble, an original doorway of similar width can still be discerned. A pair of matching
threshold blocks found near by exactly fits the available space for the doorway of the southern room, and these blocks are surely to be restored there in their first period of use. The
threshold was subsequently raised to serve the higher floor of the early Roman period, from
which one of the blocks was removed to facilitate excavation of the stratigraphy. When the
second block was re-used again in the Byzantine period, it was shifted to the southwest
corner of the room, where it still rests on the first ashlar course of the wall (Pls. 12:b, 13:a).
A partially preserved interior partition separates the two rooms, but unlike the ashlar
masonry of the exterior walls, it was built of small stones laid in polygonal ladder-work
(P1. 12:a, b). There is no indication of an interior doorway giving access from one room to
the other, and indeed, the wide exterior doors and the different stratigraphy of the floors in
the two rooms suggest that they were isolated commercial units approached only from the
street. The original east wall of the south room seems to have been removed in some late remodeling of the building, so that only a few flat stones of its foundation course are preserved
in place at the southeast corner of the room (P1. 13:b). From these it appears that the back
wall was built of small stones like the interior partition, so that the more elaborate ashlar
masonry was employed only in the visible parts of the exterior walls.
Evidence for the history and function of this building is provided by a series of clay
floors which came to be repeatedly renewed over several centuries of its occupation. During
this period, the level of the south room was allowed to rise no more than 0.32 m., but the
excavators were able to differentiate no less than ten separate floors within this shallow
depth. Although the chronology is based on small amounts of very fragmentary pottery
embedded in each floor, the sequence seemed fairly well defined, and the dates of the earliest
and latest floors are quite certain. The building was built and its first floor laid early in the
4th century B.C. Thereafter, the floor was resurfaced twice in the 4th century, three times in
the 3rd century, twice in late Hellenistic times, and twice in the 1st century after Christ.86
The date of the highest floor but one is fixed by a coin struck at Tanagra in the reign of
Tiberius (A.D. 14-37), while the latest floor yielded fragments of lamps in use from the mid1st century onward.87
86 The stratigraphymay be summarizedas follows:Floors 1, 2 (1st centuryafter Christ), Lots BE797, 798;
Floors 3, 4 (late Hellenistic), Lots BE 799, 800; Floors 5-7 (3rd centuryB.C.), Lots BE 801-804; Floor 8 (late
4th centuryB.C.), Lot BE805; Floor 9 (4th centuryB.C.), Lot BE806; Floor 10, originalperiodof use (early4th
centuryB.C.), Lots BE 807, 808. The latest fragmentsfound below Floor 10: saltcellar,cf. AgoraXII, no. 913
(430-400 B.C.); lekane rim, cf. Shear, Hesperia 44, 1975, p. 357, note 50, pl. 81:i (contextof 400-380 B.C.);
AgoraXII, no. 1809 (420-400 B.C.).
87Coin BE-541: Tanagra. Tiberius. Obv. TIBEPI - OC KAICAP, Head of Tiberius r., bare. Rev.
[TANA/FPAI]2[N], Tripod;counterpunchedwith tripodin circle.Cf. Catalogueof GreekCoinsin the British Museum, CentralGreece,London 1884, p. 65, no. 55. Pottery Lot BE797, latest fragments:alpha globule
lamp, cf. AgoraVII, nos. 418-422 (mid-lst century).
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Most of the floors were made of compacted red clay, some of which was so smooth and
its surface so hard that it appeared to have been rolled. In some cases very thin layers of
greenish white clay had been spread over the red-clay packing to form the actual surface of
the floor. The room had obviously been thoroughly cleaned whenever its floor was resurfaced, but a few slight traces survived to give evidence of the industrial purposes for which
successive tenants had used it. Several floors had shallow pits in which bits of iron and
bronze slag had occasionally been overlooked. Two successive floors of the 4th century produced patches of pure pigments of various colors, blue, pink, red, and ochre, while one floor
had several small vertical holes filled with shavings from filing bronze. Two later floors
were covered with marble dust and fine chips of white marble, which suggest that marble
workers had supplanted the metal smiths as tenants in our building by the late 3rd century B.C. Also suggestive of industrial activities were the careful provisions, for drainage
beneath the threshold of the doorway. Embedded in the original floor was a specially designed drain tile, in the shape of the letter Y, which was set at a sharply downward angle
with its wider end toward the inside of the building (P1. 13:a).88This drain allowed the floor
within to be washed down with buckets of water, and it carried off the water into the street
drain which ran along the front of the building throughout its history. A similar but less
elegant arrangement was installed in the Roman period when a stone-built channel, stuccoed with hydraulic plaster, carried off water from the highest floor beneath the raised
threshold. Another hydraulic installation was also added to the room in connection with its
highest floor. A rectangular basin or tank was built in the southeast corner where patches of
its floor of hydraulic cement chanced to be preserved (P1. 13:b), and the ashlar masonry of
the wall was plastered with the same cement for a distance of 1.78 m. from the corner. The
broken edge of the plaster shows that it also once covered a low parapet separating the tank
from the rest of the room. Its liquid contents could be drained through a small hole which
pierced the entire thickness of the ashlar wall at floor level and emptied into an open stone
water channel in the alley outside the building.
It is characteristic of a commercial building of this sort that the second room should
reveal a rather different history in the stratigraphy of its floors. Although its upper levels
were much disturbed by the late Roman reconstruction and two Byzantine pithoi, only a
single earth floor of the 3rd century B.C. overlay the original floor of the building, and this
appeared to correspond both in date and level with the fourth renewal of the floor in the
southern room.89 Both rooms produced a feature of some interest in the small sacrificial
pyres of a type which has frequently come to light in private dwellings and shops but not in
the public buildings of the Agora.90 The earlier and better preserved was set in a shallow pit
A 4722: L. 0.788 m., max. W. 0.69 m., min. W. 0.172 m., H. of rim 0.075 m., Th. 0.035 m. Flat floor;

verticalrim on two flaring sides;open at wide and narrowends. Coarse, darkbuff clay.
89 Pottery from beneath this floor, Lot BE 876, latest pieces:West Slope ware; cf. H. A. Thompson, "Two
Centuries of Hellenistic Pottery,"Hesperia 3, 1934, pp. 335-336, nos. B3, B4, B8 (with the chronologyof
Agora XXII, p. 108: contextclosedca. 240 B.C.). Potteryfrom beneathoriginal floor, Lot BE 877, latest fragment:lamp, type 23 C; cf. Agora IV, nos. 228-233 (first half 4th centuryB.C.).
90 This type of sacrificialpyre has been studied in detail and 14 such deposits published by Young, pp.
110-130. There is no longer any reason to think that they were infant burials, but rather that they represent
the sacrificeof a small animal or bird, cf. Shear, Hesperia 42, 1973, p. 151, note 68.
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beneaththe original floor of the northernroom. A bed of cindersand charcoalgave evidence
of the small fire, and scatteredabout the area of the pyre were tiny slivers of calcinedbones,
too damagedto be identified.A group of 16 small pots was then buried as offerings, some of
them plainly broken into small pieces on top of the pyre, and others placed intact in the pit
(P1. 11:d). As usual in such deposits,the pots were miniaturevessels, too small for common
use, and they conformedto a limited repertoryof types, familiar from many similar pyre
burials. The group included several cooking pots (P1. 1:c, f, g),91black-glazedplates and
bowls (P1. 11:e, h),92a pair of drinking cups (P1. 11:i, j), and some miniature saucers,93all
of which could be dated to the first half of the 4th century B.C. and were probably buried
together about 350 B.C.. Since the pyre was set down through the original floor of the room,
laid possibly as much as a generationearlier, we may surmisethat it representssome sort of
purificatoryritual perhaps conductedwhen the old floor was raised or when old tenants
departed and new people occupied the premises. A similar pyre buried in the southwest
corner of the southern room was evidently disturbedby the early Roman alterations.Only
two complete pots survived (P1. 11:a, b), while two others were fragmentaryand the burnt
materialof the pyre itself was scattered.The miniatureHellenistic kantharosand rilled-rim
saucer are typical offerings at sacrificialpyres of this type.94They suggest that the pyre was
91Deposit J 2:3. (c) P 31357: chytra.H. 0.059 m., diam. 0.085 m. Round body,roundedbottom,out-turned
rim, vertical handle. Household ware. Cf. Young, p. 115, no. 1.7 (ca. 350 B.C.).
(f) P 31359: chytra. H. 0.089 m., diam. 0.154 m. Parts of rim and body missing. Globular body, rounded
bottom, slightly out-turned rim. Red wash glaze inside and on band at maximum diameter.Attic clay.
(g) P 31355: lopadionand lid. H. 0.039 m., diam. 0.108 m., diam. of lid 0.086 m. Roundedbottom;single
loop handle; flange for lid inside. Rounded knob on lid. Household ware. Cf. Agora XII, no. 1975 (ca.
375-350 B.C.). Similar lid: P 31356.
92 (e) P 31363: small bowl. H. 0.038 m., diam. 0.096 m. Ring foot. Stamped decorationinside: nine palmettes around ring of ovules. Glazed inside and out. Reserved:resting surfacewith groove;scrapedgrooveat
junction of foot and wall. Nipple on underside.Cf. Agora XII, no. 828 (375-350 B.C.).
(h) P 31368: plate. H. 0.025 m., diam. 0.15 m. Ring foot. Thickened rolled rim; groove and fillet on
underside. Stamped decorationon floor: nine linked palmettes within ring of rouletting. Totally glazed. Cf.
Agora XII, nos. 1048, 1049 (ca. 375 B.C.). Similar plates: P 31369, P 31370, P 31371.
93 (i) P 31362: skyphos, Corinthian type. H. 0.08 m., diam. 0.09 m. Flaring ring foot; horseshoehandles.
Reserved:undersidewith two circles and dot; zone above foot, decoratedwith crosshatching;handle panels;
inside of rim. Cf. Agora XII, no. 323 (ca. 380 B.C.).
(j) P 31353: cup-skyphos. H. 0.046 m., diam. 0.086 m. Molded ring foot; rim out-turned. Reserved:
resting surface and undersidewith two glazed bands, two circles, and dot. Stampeddecorationinside: ring of
palmettes around central circle. Cf. Agora XII, no. 603 (early 4th centuryB.C.).
(k) P 31354: coveredbowl, pyre type. H. 0.065 m., diam. 0.064 m. Ring foot, with broadresting surface;
nipple on underside;rim flanged inside for lid. Convex lid, molded knob. Thin glaze all over. Cf. Young, p.
114, no. 1.2 (first half 4th century B.C.).
Also in deposit:P 31358: ribbon-handledplate; cf. ibid., p. 114, nos. 1:5, 6. P 31360, P 31361, P 31362:
miniature saucers;cf. ibid., p. 115, nos. 1:9-14.
94 Deposit J 3:2. (a) P 31334: West Slope kantharos. H. 0.088 m., diam. 0.079 m. Ring foot; high ribbon
handles decoratedwith ivy-leaf thumb rests. Around upper wall, a wreath in thinned clay paint. Scraped
groovebelow handle attachments.Cf. Young, p. 129, no. 13.3 (first quarter 3rd centuryB.C.).
(b) P 31335: rilled-rim saucer. H. 0.022 m., diam. 0.117 m. Ring foot; out-turnedrim, flat on top, with
two concentricgrooves.Thin wash glaze inside. Cf. ibid., p. 126, nos. 10.5-8. Similar plate without rilled rim:
P 31337.
Also in deposit:miniature saucer:P 31336.
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burned about 280 B.C., and that the sacrifice may have been offered when the third renewal
of the original floor went out of use.
At the time of the early Roman alterations, noted above in connection with the latest
preserved floor, the entire building underwent extensive remodeling and enlargment. Its
south ashlar wall was at this time extended eastward along the alley, evidently because
additional rooms were built behind the original workshops of the old building. Evidence for
the extension of the south wall is best seen at the old southeast corner (P1. 13:b), where the
tops of the last ashlar blocks were trimmed down and new blocks of roughly worked conglomerate were laid above them. In this way the new masonry was bonded with the old and
also simulated the original stonework in material which was cheaper and easier to work.
The reconstructed wall continued into the earth scarp at the edge of the site, and no indication of the eastern or northern limit of the Roman annex has yet been found within the
excavated area. That construction of the annex is linked chronologically with other alterations of the early Roman period is shown by the hydraulic installation built at that time into
the old southeast corner; for the plaster lining of the tank covered both the old poros blocks
and the new courses of conglomerate. Inside the wall of the Roman addition, a small area of
hard plaster floor dated to the 1st century after Christ and was probably laid for the annex.95 Since its level was about two steps (0.48 m.) higher than the latest floor in the southern room, we must suppose that the old east wall remained in place at this time.
The building was heavily rebuilt again along much the same lines as the original during
the late Roman period, as we learn from brick and rubble concrete masonry built above the
lines of the earlier walls. This was best preserved at the north edge of the excavation (Fig. 4,
P1. 9:b) where shallow foundations for a long, narrow structure extended the west side of
the building 2.30 m. into the street. The light construction and narrow plan suggest the
addition of a columnar porch along the west facade. At this time the interior divison of
rooms was changed, as is made clear by the late Roman partition which cut the old northern
room almost exactly in half. No stratified floors, associated with this phase of building,
survived the later disturbances in both rooms, and the date of the late Roman reconstruction
can best be ascertained from the stratification of the street immediately to the west, where a
layer datable to the 5th century after Christ probably established the new ground level
outside the building.96 On the other hand, there can be no doubt about the date of its final
destruction. A deep layer of rubble and debris of the late 6th century after Christ covered the
street in places to a depth of 0.80 m., and great pits in the floor of the southern room signaled
the destruction and abandonment of the building at that time.97 Like so many buildings of
late Roman date in the area of the Agora, all structures in the newly excavated sector seem
95 Pottery from beneath the plaster floor:Lot BE 843. The most characteristicpieces were fragmentsof a
brittle-warecup, cf. AgoraV, nos. G 42, G 43.
96 In the road west of the late Roman structure,the graveledsurfaceof a street, heavily scoredby wheeled
traffic,was found at the appropriatelevel, Layer 10, abovea fill which raised the street0.30-0.40 m. Pottery
frombeneaththis street:Lot BE 908.
97 Pottery from destructiondebris in the street:Lots BE 903, 904; from northernroom, Lot BE 858; from
pits in southern room, Lot BE 793. Characteristicfragmentsinclude "Late Roman C" ware bowl rims, cf.
Hayes, LRP, Form 3 H, pp. 335-336, Form 10 A and B, p. 343; lamp, cf. AgoraVII, no. 2735; deeplycombed
coarsewares.
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to have succumbed to the Slavic invasions of the 580's. The ruins of our building were later
found by Byzantine builders of the 9th century, who used the Classical walls as foundations
for their own and dug away the late Roman floors so as to place their own floor some
0.28 m. below the level established by the Roman builders and directly above the earlier
stratigraphy mentioned above.
The narrow alley separating the Classical shops from the Painted Stoa had been a
public thoroughfare at least from the time when the great stoa had first defined its southern
side. We have seen that the commercial building of the early 4th century B.C. was designed
in relation to the earlier stoa, but traces of earlier remains show that its site had also been
occupied by small private structures from the mid-5th century B.C. onwards. Two scraps of
rubble wall beneath the Roman annex are of interest in this connection. One of them was
found under the conglomerate masonry and on precisely the same line as the extended south
wall, while the second lies exactly perpendicular to it, a short distance to the north (Fig. 4).
These remains show that the private buildings of the 5th century had already adopted the
orientation of the stoa, and moreover, the alley behind it was no wider then than it was in
later times. Like so many streets of the ancient city, the alley behind the Poikile offered the
path of least resistance to the builders of drains, water channels, and pipelines, which were
intended to carry off rain water from the neighboring roofs and to distribute clean water
from its source to various parts of the city.
The most interesting of these hydraulic installations were two terracotta water pipes, of
the kind laid in cylindrical sections of convenient length, and fashioned with a flange and
projecting collar at one end to fit tightly in the slightly wider mouth of the next pipe (P1. 14).
The later and narrower pipe was laid close to the back wall of the stoa and ran westward to
the corner of the building where it turned at right angles, heading southward along the
street. At the east end of the alley and along the west steps of the stoa, no trace of this pipeline was found because of later disturbances. The ten continuous sections98of pipe were set
down in a shallow trench and packed with clean red clay. The joints of the individual
sections were then sealed with pitch to prevent leakage, and two had small holes fitted with
knobbed lids that were likewise sealed in place with pitch (P1. 14:b). Since these holes fell
some distance apart and were too small to accommodate the human hand, they possibly
enabled the pipe to be probed with a wire or stick, if some obstruction had blocked the flow
within. A date for its installation was provided by the fragmentary pottery gathered from
the trench along the pipe, which indicated that it was laid in the middle years of the 4th

centuryB.C.99
The second pipeline, larger and earlier than the first, was found beneath the original
grade level behind the stoa, where it was preserved intact running along the center of the
98 Inventoriedsections:A 4718: L. 0.674 m., diam. (exterior)0.114 m., diam. (interior)0.092 m., diam. at
collar (interior) 0.065 m. At each end, two light grooves around circumference.Pitch adhering to joints.
Similar are A 4656, A 4719, A 4720, A 4721 (with oval servicehole and knobbedlid).
A 4657: elbow section. Diam. (exterior)0.114 m., max. diam. (at angle) 0.131 m., L. (side A) 0.303 m.,
L. (side B) 0.287 m. Right-angledsectionbrokenat both ends.
99 Potteryfrom setting trench for smaller pipe (Figs. 7, 18), Lots BE 1015, 1016. Latest fragments:molded
kantharosrim, cf. Agora XII, no. 698 (375-350 B.C.); moldedkantharosfoot, cf. Agora XII, no. 699; rilledrim saucer,cf. Agora XII, no. 1572 (mid-4th centuryB.C.).
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alley. Twenty cylindricalsectionswere exposed coveringa length of some 12 meters, from
the east edge of the excavationto the mid-point of the north-southstreet. The individual
sections, bulging slightly near the center, measure 0.25 m. in diameter and 0.65 m. in
length.'00The collars at the joint are thickened,and the pipes are decoratedwith bands of
brown glaze wash at the collars and in the middle. Each section of pipe has a large oval
accesshole near the upstream(eastern)end, designedto facilitatesealing of thejoints on the
inside and to permit subsequentcleaning of the line if necessary.At the eastern end of the
exposed length, where the pipeline was coveredby undisturbedoriginal fill, the ceramic
evidenceprovideda date in the secondquarter of the 5th centuryB.C. for the laying of the
pipe.101It will thus be seen to be closely contemporarywith the Painted Stoa itself, and in
fact, the level at which the pipe was set shows its specificrelationto the gradingabout the
stoa. Within the narrowalley, the easternmostsectionwas laid just below the highest foundation course for the back wall; but the pipeline slopes down sharply to the west so that it
passes into the streetbeyondthe alley 0.50 m. deeper,and it crossesthe streetjust underthe
original grade establishedfor the euthynteriaof the stoa. As it approachesthe cornerof the
building, the line curvesslightly so as to crossthe street in a due westerly direction,and in
order to protect the pipe at the street crossing, it was laid in a neat stone-built channel
coveredwith hard limestone slabs (Fig. 4). Another long section, probably of the same
pipeline, was discoveredin excavationsof the Greek ArchaeologicalService several dozen
meters further west at the corner of Hadrian and Thesion Streets.102Here the pipe was
running in a straight line northwestwardsin the direction of the Dipylon Gate and the
Kerameikos.103
We have emphasizedthe early date of the pipe and its associationwith the
Stoa Poikile, and these, taken togetherwith its directionof flow towardsthe Dipylon Gate,
call to mind the landscapingoperations undertakenby Kimon at about the time or soon
after the constructionof the stoa. Plutarch (Kimon, I3.8) speaks of the general's public
benefactionsafter his victoryat the Eurymedon:"He was the first to beautify the city with
the so-called'liberal'and elegantresortsof which they were so excessivelyfond a little later;
for the Agora he planted with plane trees, and the Academyhe convertedfrom a waterless
and arid spot to a well-watered grove, equipped with clear running-tracksand shady
walks." This can only mean that Kimon installed an aqueductor pipeline to carry water
fromthe centerof the city out to the Academyin its northwesternsuburbs,and in the light of
100

For discussionof the type, see AgoraXIV, p. 199. Closely contemporarywith ours was the originaldrain

of the Tholos. H. A. Thompson, Hesperia, Suppl. IV, The Tholos of Athens and its Predecessors, Princeton

1940, p. 88 and fig. 67.
101The pipe was set down into red clay which producedpottery of the early 5th centuryB.C., Lot BE 785.
Datable fragmentsincluded:skyphosrim, Attic type, cf. AgoraXII, no. 338 (500-480 B.C.); CUp foot, type C,
cf. AgoraXII, no. 407 (500-480 B.C.). Potteryfromfill overthe pipe, Lot BE783. Datable pieces:rim and wall
fragments,skyphoi,Attic type; cf. AgoraXII, nos. 340-342.
102 See Nikopoulou, op. cit. (footnote25 above), p. 2 and plan 2, fig. 3. The pipe was datableby the stratigraphy of the Panathenaic Way to the mid-5th century B.C., which makes its associationwith ours almost
certain.
103 A long section of identical pipeline was found along the northeastwall of the Dipylon Gate, where it
passedwestwardsthroughthe city wall, G. Gruben, "Die Ausgrabungenim Kerameikos,"AA (JdI 79) 1964,
pp. 403-407, fig. 12. The excavatorsreporta date in the third quarterof the 5th centuryB.C., which seems a
little later than the other two sections,althoughthis can hardlybe anythingbut the continuationof our pipe.
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the excavations, there seems good reason to believe that sections of this pipe can now be
recognized.
MIDDLE BYZANTINE HOUSES
In the entire area of the excavation, the remains of Classical and later antiquity lay buried
beneath deep layers of fill, the accumulated remains of mediaeval occupation and abandonment, and the debris of modern disturbance and construction. This overburden of earth
ranged from three to five and a half meters depending on the depth of the modern basements, and the sections (Figs. 18, 19) show only those layers which preserved stratified
deposits or the remains of architecture. Directly above the pillaged foundations of the ancient monuments, a layer of Byzantine habitation, varying from one to three meters in
depth, preserved the remains of several small private dwellings.104 Their walls were of
rubble construction, the masonry composed for the most part of rough field stones and tiles
set in mud, but they included large numbers of ancient marbles and architectural blocks
broken up to convenient size for re-use.
The irregular, tangled rooms of these structures crowded along both sides of the northsouth street (Fig. 17), and it is apparent that this district of the Byzantine town was heavily
occupied for most of the period from the 9th to the 12th centuries after Christ. Although
parts of nearly two dozen rooms were explored, the complete plan of no single house happened to fall within the excavation. As is often the case with domestic architecture, the
interpretation of the remains was further complicated by frequent structural modifications,
for three major phases could be distinguished, each of which comprised several stratigraphic
subdivisions.
The excavated rooms belonged to at least three separate houses which could be differentiated by their open central courtyards, these being readily identifiable in two cases by their
wells (East Rooms 2, 9) and in two cases by their numerous hard clay floors (West Room 1,
East Room 2). On the west side of the street all the rooms, with the possible exception of
Rooms 9 and 10, seem to be part of one house and were grouped about the courtyard (Room
1) with which several of them communicated. On the east side of the street Rooms 1 to 7 (P1.
15:a) probably all belonged to the same house in at least some phase, while Rooms 8 to 12
certainly formed part of a second house. In the latest period of occupation, the latter structure had its entrance directly from the street into Room 1 1, and thence into the courtyard by
way of Room 10. The well in Room 9, as yet unexcavated because of its awkward position
in the side of the scarp, can be seen in Plate 12:a, where its re-used ancient well-head and
puteal are still in place, although the associated walls of the Byzantine period have here
been removed. The southernmost of the two houses on the east side is the better preserved,
although numerous details of its history cannot be resolved without further excavation. It
seems always to have had a door or gateway leading from the street into its courtyard, Room
2, which was probably no more than a narrow alley between two separate dwellings at the
104 The Byzantinehousesand higher levels of fill were excavatedunderthe supervisionof John McK. Camp
II, Ione M. Shear, Alison Adams, and Margaret Miles. The 1980 season was devotedexclusively to these
levels, and Byzantineremainswere exploredin differentparts of the area in both 1981 and 1982.
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earliest period. Thereafter Rooms 1, 6, and 3 probablyhad access from the courtyard;but
how this was effectedafter the door to Room 6 was blocked,we have no way of knowing. A
door at the southwest cornerof Room 3 gave access to Room 4 during the second principal
phase, while doorwaysof the secondand third phases led eastwardfrom Room 3 beyondthe
excavation.
Both the stratigraphyand the architecturalphases were well preservedin Rooms 1, 2,
and 3 (Figs. 18, 19). In the first period, the lowest walls of Room 1 and beneath the east end
of Room 3 probablybelongedto separatehouses. Whereverpossiblethe buildersbased their
constructionon the stripped foundationsof the Classical monuments, and along the north
side of Rooms 1 and 6 they actually made use of the preservedClassical masonry.The two
lowest surviving floors in Room 1 were in use at this time (Fig. 18: Floors 8, 9). In the
second major phase, walls were rebuilt at a higher level, and some of the lines changed. In
Room 1 a large storagepithos was sunk beneaththe floor, its sides built of bricksand stones,
set in mortar and coveredwith hard, pink cement. The builders happened to place its bottom on the lowest step at the northwest corner of the Painted Stoa. The condition of the
room at this time appears in Plate 15:b where the pithos can be seen with a later raised
collar projectingabovethe lowest floor of Period II in orderto adjustit for use with the next
higher floor of the same phase. The remains of a cooking hearth of this period can also be
seen against the west wall of the room. The stratigraphyshowed that the floor in Room 1
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was raised three times during this phase of the building, and later it completelycoveredthe
pithos which was capped with a flat square tile.105
The secondperiod of Rooms 2 and 3 is complicatedby the history of the courtyardwell
which was first dug to servethis phase of the house. Its stone-builtshaft was sunkjust beside
the western foundation of the Stoa Poikile, and its builders were plainly responsible for
some of the damageto the Classical building, for the four stones supportingthe well-head in
its original position (P1. 15:a) formtogethera completestep block from the southwestcorner
of the stoa.106As originally planned, Rooms 2 and 3 were separatedby walls which met the
well-head on either side, so that the well seems to have been usuable from both rooms. How
these walls were carriedup in superstructureis by no means clear, and they may even have
formedonly a low socle for a row of posts to support a shed roof. But since the stratification
was quite differentin the two rooms, they were certainlyseparate;no less than five floorsof
this period were found in Room 2 (Figs. 18, 19: Floors 3-7), while only one was in use in
Room 3. After the house had been used in this conditionfor a considerabletime, it was badly
damagedand partly demolished,perhaps as the result of an accidentalfire. Thereafter, the
well seems to have been filled in, and a new wall at a higher level was carrieddirectlyacross
the well-head to enclose the courtyardon the south side. The projectionof this wall onto the
stones of the original well-head can be seen in Plate 15:a together with the raised floor on
Fig. 18, Floor 7 is the original floor of Period II. It was raised three times, Floors 4-6, of which the last
two coveredthe pithos.
106
A 4648: H. 0.245 m., W. 0.770 m., L. 1.082 m. Adjacentexterior faces have rebate, 0.055 m., at bottom.
On top, weathered line 0.31 m. in from adjacentfaces gives position of next higher step. At adjacentinterior
joints, cuttings for double-T clamps. Hard, tan poros.
105
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the east side of Room 3, which representsthe last phase of the secondperiod (Fig. 19: Floor
1). This correspondedwith the highest preservedfloor in Room 2 and a floor at about the
same level in Room 1 (Fig. 18: Floor 3).
During the third and last architecturalperiod, many of the walls were simply carried
higher along existing lines and the floors were raised accordingly.The upper part of the
wall between Rooms 3 and 4 shows this most graphically (Fig. 18, P1. 15:a, foreground).
Except for two phases of the latest floor in Room 1, the stratigraphyof this period was not
well preserved;but the level of the highest floors is indicatedby the tops of pithoi in several
rooms (East Room 11, West Rooms 6, 9), by correspondingthresholds (East Rooms 3, 10,
11), and especially by the two courtyardwells (East Rooms 2, 9). During this period, the
wall between Rooms 2 and 3 was pulled down, and the whole area seems to have been
thrown together into one large, open court. Now, too, the old well was cleaned out and put
back to use, as is clearly indicted by the fact that its ancient marble well-head was raised
0.95 m. above its original supportingblocks and reset on a ring of new masonry (Fig. 18).
Although the house on the west side of the street was far more disturbedby the deep
basement and foundationsof the modern flour mill, neverthelessthe same three periods of
occupation were also discernible here. Earlier and later phases of the architecturewere
readily visible in the differentlines of the walls (Fig. 17), and these correspondrespectively
with the first and second periods of the house across the street. The best section of the
stratigraphywas preservedin West Room 1 where the excavatorswere able to distinguish a
sequenceof ten superimposedfloor levels. Of these, the six lowest were used with the earlier
phase in the east wall of the courtyard,while the four upper layers formed floors of the
second period and served the reconstructedwall, together with both phases of its raised
threshold.In the west house, the existenceof the third and latest periodis to be inferredonly
from the preservedtops of pithoi lying at a somewhat higher level in West Rooms 6 and 9,
the formerof which, however, providessome valuable evidencefor the date of that phase.
It will be clear from the foregoingaccountthat the relative sequenceof Byzantine occupation on the site can be recoveredfrom the structuralremains, but despite the satisfactory
stratificationin several rooms, the absolute chronologyof the houses is difficult to determine. Very few coins were found in appropriatelayers, and with the exception of one deposit, the pottery was uniformly fragmentaryand difficultto date with any precision. The
first two periods seem clearly to fall toward the end of the Dark Ages, well after the end of
the 7th century, with its recognizablered wares and combedcoarse wares, of which rather
few pieces were found. On the other hand, much of the history of these buildings must come
before the 11th century, for not a scrap of green and brown painted ware was found in the
earlier levels. Characteristicof most layers was the early brown-glazed ware, and many
pieces were decoratedwith merely the slightest dribblesor spattersof glaze, as if the earliest
introductionof lead glaze to Athens were not long in the past. In the courtyardof the west
house (Room 1), a single coin of the Emperor Leo VI (A.D. 886-912) helps to define the
entire sequence of floors.107Found beneath the third highest floor, it suggests that the
107 Coin BE-21:AE follis, Leo VI
pp. 518-521, no. 8.

(A.D.

886-912), class 3. Illegible (facing bust)/Inscription. Cf. DOC III,
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secondarchitecturalphase should be datedto the late 9th or early 10th centuries,while the
six superimposedfloors of Period I must stretchbackwardsthrough the 9th century if not
earlier.About contemporarywith the coin is the bronzetankard(P1. 16:h) found imbedded
in a floor of the same phase in West Room 4.1o8

Evidencefor the chronologyof the houses on the east side of the streetis equally scarce,
but what little there is agreeswell with the situationin the west house. The secondperiodof
occupationis representedby only two floors in East Room 3 and one in Room 4, and below
that floor in the latter room was found another coin of Leo VI.109In the fill coveringthe
lower floor at the east end of Room 3, there came to light a coin of Constantine VII
(A.D. 913-959);110 since this was strucknear the end of his reign, the first part of Period II
should be dated within the first half of the 10th century.It was at that time that the courtyard well was first dug, and between then and the mid-i ith centuryfive floors of Room 2
and four floorsin Room 1 were laid down and used.11 Amongthe destructiondebriscovering the next highest floor in Room 2 (Floor 2) was an anonymousbronze coin of the type
datableto the period 1042-1050, while the fill beneaththe renewedlatest floor in Room 2
(Floor 1) producedthe first green and brown painted ware to be found in the sequence.112
The shortperiod,representedby only one floor,when the well was filled up and coveredby
the wall between Rooms 2 and 3, shouldthereforebe placedin the middleyears of the 11th
century.
The third and final architecturalphase is also the best definedchronologically,because
the entire contentsof the courtyardwell must be assignedto this period,when the well was
evidentlycleanedout and re-used with its well-head removedto the higher level of the later
floor. The lowest part of the shaft, 1.60 m. from the bottom,containedthe materialswhich
found their way into the well during its secondperiod of use. The characterof the fill was
easily recognizablefrom the water jars (P1. 16:e, f) which had accidentallyfallen intact to
the bottom;"13and the date could be fixed with considerableprecisionby a handful of seven
coins, all of which are datable to the quarter century 1065-1092.114 Among the objectsat
108 B 1797: H. 0.135 m., diam. (body)0.10 m., diam. (rim) 0.095 m. Three quarterspreservedand restored.
Round globular body; high flaring neck; slightly thickenedrim. Solid vertical handle from body to rim; attachedwith rivet at rim only. Very thin bronze much corroded.
109 Coin BE-135:AE follis, Leo VI (A.D. 886-912), class 3. Bust of Leo facing/Inscription.Cf. DOC III, pp.
518-521, no. 8.
110Fig. 19: above Floor 2. Coin BE-120: AE follis, Constantine VII (A.D. 913-959), class 6, struck ca.
A.D. 950-959. To 1.bust of ConstantineVII facing;to r. smaller bust of Romanus II, facing/Inscription.Cf.
DOC III, pp. 568-569, no. 27.
Fig. 18: Room 1, Floors 4-7; Room 2, Floors 3-7.
112 Coin BE-59:AE follis, Byzantine AnonymousBronze, class C (A.D. 1042?-ca.1050). Christ/Cross. Cf.
DOC III, pp. 681-684. Pottery from beneath Floor 1 (Layer 4), Lot BE 419. For discussionof the characteristiclocal green and brown paintedwares, Frantz, pp. 430-431; CorinthXI, pp. 70-83.
113 Deposit J 3:1. (e) P 31260: H. 0.299 m., diam. 0.239 m., diam. (mouth) 0.076 m. Intact. Globularbody,
roundedat bottomwith dimple at center. Neck wheel ridged;two verticalloop handles. Coarsebrown clay.

(f) P 31259: H. 0.238 m., diam. 0.152 m., diam. (mouth) 0.061 m., diam. of bottom 0.093 m. Intact. Flat

bottom;high, narrow neck;two verticalhandles.At base of handles, five incisedgroovesaroundbody. Coarse
brown clay. Similar coarse-warejars: P 31256, P 31258, P 31261-P 31264, P 31267.
114 Coins BE-104, BE-335, BE-336:AE folles, ByzantineAnonymousBronze,class G (ca. A.D. 1065-1070).
Bust of Christ facing/Bust of Virgin facing. Cf. DOC III, pp. 692-694. Coin BE-94:AE follis, Contemporary
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the bottomof the well was the finely carvedwooden comb (Pl. 16:g)1I5which chancedto be
preservedin good condition. On the basis of this evidence, we may place the re-use of the
well and the third architecturalphase of the house in the last quarter of the 11th century,
and this date is corroboratedby the bowl of green and brown painted ware (P1. 16:i),16
datable to the late 11th or early 12th century, which had been broken and its sherds plastered as a packing aroundthe pithos of Period III in West Room 6. During the first part of
the 12th century, the courtyardwell in East Room 2 came to be used as a refuse pit, for the
upper part of its shaft was found filled with great quantities of brokenand often incomplete
pottery. Since fragmentsof the same pots came from all levels in the upper fill, the accumulated refuse seems to have been dumped into the well shaft at one time, when it was disused
and abandoned.By far the greater part of the ceramicmaterial was coarsehouseholdware,
especially cookingpots (P1. 16:c) and storageor waterjars (P1. 16:d). 17A few fragmentary
pieces of decoratedtableware are helpful in establishing the date when the deposit was
closed, although no chronologicalprecision is really possible. The dump included pieces of
several painted-ware bowls (P1. 16:b),1"8and a few bowls with sgraffitodecorationof the
style which has been found in contexts of the first half of the 12th century at both Athens
and Corinth (P1. 16:a).1I9Unsatisfactoryas the evidenceis, it neverthelesssuggests that the
well was filled in the years before 1150.
Imitation, Byzantine Anonymous Bronze, class G. Cf. DOC, loc. cit. Coins BE-103, BE-112: AE folles,
Nicephoros III (A.D. 1078-1081). Christ/Cross. Cf. DOC III, pp. 831-832, no. 9. Coin BE-111: AE follis,
Byzantine Anonymous Bronze, class K (ca. A.D. 1085-1092). Bust of Christ facing/Virgin facing, dot border.
Cf. DOC III, pp. 702-704.
115 W 47: p.L. 0.076 m., p.W. 0.044 m., max. Th. 0.022 m. Broken at one side and along tops of tines.
Originally rectangularin shape, flattened oval in section. Preservedouter edge 0.008 m. wide. On one end,
thick, widely spaced tines (ca. 0.001 5 m.); on other, narrow, closely spaced tines (ca. 0.0005 m.). Inner ends of

tines decoratedwith three incised grooves.
116 P 31159: H. 0.113 m., diam. (rim) 0.286 m., diam. (foot) 0.12 m. Ring foot;flaring, straight-walledbody;
nearly vertical out-turnedrim, flattenedon tdp; sharp ridge at junction of rim and lower wall. Decoration:on
rim, groups of brown stripes; inside rim, green band between brown bands. Central circular medallion, surrounded by green and brown bands, quartered with alternating green and brown spirals in quadrants. Slip
and white glaze. Cf. for profile, Frantz, p. 442, fig. 32, no. A 18; CorinthXI, no. 401; for decorationCorinth
XI, nos. 440, 453.
117 (C) P 31268: p.H. 0.158 m., diam. 0.208 m., diam. (mouth) 0.131 m. Bottom partly restored. Rounded
bottom;low verticalrim, sloping inward;two verticalloop handles. Four shallow wheel ridgesaroundpoint of
greatest diameter.Gritty red brown clay. Cf. Frantz, p. 461, B 6. Similar cookingpots: P 31253-P 31255.
(d) P 31266: p.H. 0.262 m., diam. 0.297 m., (mouth) 0.067 m. Ovoid body, wheel-ridged; low narrow

neck with out-turned rim; high vertical loop handles. Gritty gray-buff clay.
118 P 31248: p.H. 0.077 m., p.L. 0.189 m., p.W. 0.88 m. Rim and upper wall of low bowl. Decoration:
brown circles and dots, surroundedby linked green semicirclesrising to rim; green band on rim. Slip and pale
green glaze on interior;red clay. Cf. for decoration,CorinthXI, nos. 604, 620, 632, there classifiedas imitation lusterware, pp. 86-90.
Also in deposit, P 31249, P 31250: bowls of green and brown painted ware with crosshatchedlozenges;
cf. Frantz, p. 439, no. A 6.
119 P 31246: p.H. 0.057 m., diam. 0.178 m. Rim and upper wall of shallow bowl. Sgraffitodecoration:band
of running spirals on interior below rim. Slip and cream glaze, dripped over rim on exterior. Red clay. Cf.
Corinth XI, nos. 1004, 1007; and for discussion of sgraffito ware, group II, spiral style, Corinth XI, pp.
120-123; Frantz, p. 447, no. A 41.
Also in deposit, P 31244, P 31245: sgraffito-warebowls, spiral style.
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It is greatly to be regrettedthat this final phase of occupationthat can be documented
with any assurancemust in the event be left open-ended.Since none of the rooms preserved
floors or stratified deposits contemporarywith the contents of the well, there is no way of
knowing if the filling of its shaft also signaled the destruction and abandonmentof the
houses. The picture of Byzantine Athens which emerges from the new excavationscannot
be said to have come into sharp focus. Fragmentaryas the informationmay be, however, it
enables us to sketch in broad outline the archaeologicalhistory of one small neighborhood
over a period of nearly two hundred years, from the second half of the 9th to the middle of
the 12th centuries. Since these are among the darkest centuries in the whole history of
human occupation at Athens, one is inclined to welcome what little we now know of the
mediaeval Athenians whose humble dwellings have come to light, even though their remains have survivedat the expense of earliermonumentsfrom which their buildersstripped
the stones to make their walls.
T. LESLIE SHEAR, JR.
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY

Department of Art and Archaeology
McCormick Hall
Princeton, N.J. 08544
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